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Executive Summary
This report provides an assessment of Armenia’s readiness for cross-border paperless trade, i.e., the
conduct of international trade on the basis of electronic data and documents. Following a brief overview
of trade facilitation implementation in Armenia, findings from the technical and legal readiness
assessments for cross-border paperless trade are presented. Recommendations on both technical and
legal aspects of cross-border paperless trade are then provided, followed by an initial action plan for
Armenia to move forward.
Armenia has made significant progress in implementing trade facilitation measures in the past two
years. Implementation in the area of institutional arrangement and cooperation remains the main
challenge for Armenia. Also, implementation of certain measures in the areas of cross-border paperless
trade remains limited (Figure I). Opportunities exist for Armenia to further reduce trade costs and
improve its competitiveness by accelerating its efforts to facilitate and digitalize trade procedures.

Figure I. Cumulative implementation score of core groups of trade facilitation
measures, 2019
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The level of technical readiness in Armenia for cross-border paperless trade is fair. Armenia recognizes
the importance of paperless trade both domestically and across borders and has made progress in
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many areas towards digitalization of trade procedures. Armenia has already implemented a national
single window (NSW), which it developed with cross-border data exchange functions and which serves
as the single gateway. This is supported by an adequate level of information and communication
technology (ICT) infrastructure and information security in place. Armenia is also undertaking crossborder data exchange with some countries on import, export and transit data, with plans for expansion
to more trading partner countries.
From a legal point of view, Armenia has very few legal rules aimed specifically at cross-border paperless
trade. We therefore consider its laws on domestic transactions, which can be a model for international
activities.. The Electronic Documents and Electronic Signatures Law dates from 2004. Since then,
several amendments have been, notably concerning procedures for the use of electronic documents
and electronic digital signatures in state bodies and on the establishment of general technical
requirements of electronic systems.. For private sector transactions, there remains a risk that the 2004
law is unduly rigid or technically demanding. On the other hand, progress has been made on many
fronts, including the facilitation of electronic payments. Also, the legal landscape is evolving rapidly, and
it is hoped that domestic law will be soon be enhanced to accommodate international obligations
associated with a transition to cross-border paperless procedures. Reform efforts should follow global
or regional best practices on e-communications that will help harmonize its legal regime with that of its
trading partners.
Aside from the need for a coordinating mechanism on paperless trade, which will help avoid duplication
of efforts and enhance the existing efforts, three technical areas require further improvements in order
to advance cross-border paperless trade. Firstly, relevant regulatory agencies – other than customs should be enabled to use paperless trade systems and fully utilize the National Single Window system.
Secondly, Armenia should continue enhancing the strategic and comprehensive plan for business
continuity of ICT systems, which would ensure the sustainability of the planned data center. Business
process re-engineering, data harmonization and standardization and capacity building programmes for
all agencies should be elements of such a plan. Thirdly, Armenia should continue and further engage
in regional, subregional and bilateral initiatives on cross-border paperless trade. Through partnerships,
Armenia should participate in joint inspection and sharing of results electronically.
Legal environments for paperless trade, both domestic and cross-border, also require some reforms
and improvements. Three areas of reforms are found to be critical for Armenia. First, Armenia should
modernize and simplify its statute governing electronic documents and signatures, paying attention to
the work of UNCITRAL in this field. More flexibility is needed for signatures in non-official contexts, and
the implications of secure signatures need to be clearer. Second, Armenia should ensure that
government ministries and agencies have clear authority to communicate by electronic means and to
participate in multi-stakeholder paperless platforms, notably the National Single Window. Third,
Armenia should harmonize the legal rules that allow both government and private participants in crossborder trade to use electronic documents and communications to the full extent allowed by the
international agreements to which Armenia is a party.
To facilitate reforms, it is recommended that Armenia should ratify the Framework Agreement on
Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific as soon as possible, following its
signature of the Treaty in 2017. By participating in the Framework, Armenia can more effectively plan
and implement its trade digitalization strategy. The Framework Agreement will assist Armenia to
develop its national capacity, design a long-term plan and engage in pilot exchange of selected data
and documents and to keep abreast of emerging legal standards and solutions in the area of crossborder paperless trade.
The readiness assessments together with the action plan featured in this report can serve as a
foundation to elaborate more detailed activities at national and agency level in this area, with identifiable
timelines and budget sources. It is hoped that the report will contribute to the Government of Armenia’s
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quest to accelerate progress towards cross-border paperless trade, including through its ratification of
the Framework Agreement.
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Readiness assessment for cross-border paperless trade: ARMENIA

I. Introduction
This report provides an assessment of Armenia’s readiness for cross-border paperless trade, i.e., the
conduct of international trade transactions on the basis of electronic data and documents – as opposed
to paper-based data and documents. Benefits from the successful implementation of cross-border
paperless trade are large, with the potential to cut transaction costs by 25% across Asia and the Pacific
region, as well as to increase regulatory compliance, reduce illicit financial flows and facilitate
engagement in the increasingly digital global economy.1
The assessment was conducted by a team of international experts following readiness checklists
developed by the ESCAP Interim Intergovernmental Steering Group on Cross-Border Paperless Trade
Facilitation, of which Armenia is a member. 2 The team visited Armenia in November and December
2018 to conduct interviews with relevant government agencies and private sector stakeholders. 3 A
national consultation on facilitating cross-border paperless trade was co-organized by State Revenue
Committee, Armenia and ESCAP on 16 May 2019, where preliminary findings from the visits were
further reviewed, consolidated and validated. 4 Final findings and recommendations incorporating inputs
and suggestions received during and following the consultation are presented in this report. 5 Based on
these findings and recommendations, an initial action plan towards cross-border paperless trade for
Armenia has been prepared and is also presented in this report.
It is hoped that the report will contribute to the Government of Armenia’s quest to accelerate progress
towards cross-border paperless trade, including through its ratification of the Framework Agreement on
Facilitation of Cross-Border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific.
The Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific
(“Framework Agreement”) was adopted as a UN treaty, deposited with the Secretary General of the
United Nations in New York in 2016. A large number of countries, including Armenia, participated in
the development and negotiation of the Agreement. It is designed as an inclusive and enabling
platform that will benefit all participating economies regardless of where they stand in terms of trade
facilitation or Single Window/paperless trade implementation. For more information, please see:
http://bit.ly/ESCAP_FA
Preparation of the report was supported by ESCAP through a project entitled “Facilitating Cross-Border
Paperless Trade along the Belt Road Initiative (BRI) Corridors for Regional Integration and Sustainable
Development”. The project intends to assist member States in the Asia and Pacific region to become
more integrated and better utilize trade as an engine of sustainable development. The project seeks to
develop voluntary trade facilitation and paperless trade action plans to remove bottlenecks, promote
cross-border electronic commerce and create seamless BRI trade corridors.
This report is structured as follows: The next section (II) provides a brief state of play of trade facilitation
and paperless trade implementation in Armenia, based on Armenia’s notifications under the World
Trade Organization (WTO) Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA), the UN Global Survey on Digital and
Sustainable Trade Facilitation 2019, and an analysis of the transit process in Armenia conducted in
1

ESCAP (2017). Digital Trade facilitation in Asia and the Pacific. Studies in Trade, Investment and Innovation,
No. 87. Available from https://www.unescap.org/publications/digital-trade-facilitation-asia-and-pacific-studiestrade-investment-and-innovation-87
2 Cross-border paperless trade: a technical readiness checklist. Available from
https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/IISG_2019_4_English.pdf
Cross-border paperless trade: a legal readiness checklist. Available from
https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/IISG_2019_3_English.pdf
3 The lists of stakeholders interviewed are in Annex I.
4 The list of participants in the consultation is in Annex II.
5 Consolidated responses to questions in the technical and legal checklists are in Annex III and V.
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parallel with the cross-border paperless trade readiness assessment. In section III and IV, findings from
the technical and legal readiness assessment for cross-border paperless trade are presented,
respectively. Recommendations on both technical and legal aspects of cross-border paperless trade
that have emerged from the assessment are discussed in section V, followed by the introduction of an
initial action plan based on the recommendations in section VI. The report ends with a brief discussion
of a way forward in section VII.
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II. Trade facilitation and paperless trade implementation in
Armenia
This section briefly reviews the state of play of
trade
facilitation
and
paperless
trade
implementation based on secondary data
sources, namely the WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement Database6 and the UN Global Survey
on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation 7 .
The section also features a summary of an
analysis of transit processes in Armenia,
highlighting the need for Armenia to accelerate
implementation of paperless trade.

implemented. All the remaining measures that
have been notified in category B have a definitive
date of implementation of 31st December 2020. If
Armenia implements all category B measures as
indicated,
it
would
reach
a
92.43%
implementation rate.
Armenia notified other measures (7.6%) in
Category C, including Sub-article 10.3 “Use of
international standards”, Sub-article 10.4 “Single
window” and Sub-articles from 11.1 to 11.10
related to the freedom of transit, meaning that it
requires capacity building and technical
assistance (CB/TA) before it can fully implement
them. The type of CB/TA required relates to
development of legislative and regulatory
framework, diagnostic and needs assessment
and human resources and training. The year
2020 should mark the full completion of the WTO
TFA by Armenia, if all implemented according to
the plan.

Armenia and WTO TFA implementation: a
brief review of notifications
Armenia notified 50.8% of all measures included
in the WTO TFA under Category A, suggesting
half of the provisions included in the agreement
were implemented since the WTO TFA entered
into force in 2017. To date, based on the
implementation dates specified for its category B
commitments, it has now implemented 72.3% of
all provisions, including the following since
2017: Article 2 “Opportunity to comment,
information before entry into force and
consultations”, Article 5 “Other measures to
enhance impartiality, non- discrimination and
transparency”, Sub-article
7.4 “Risk
management”, Sub-article 7.7 “Trade Facilitation
Measures for Authorized Operators”, Sub-article
10.2
“Acceptance
of
copies”, Sub-article
10.6 “Use
of
Customs
Brokers”, Subarticles from
11.11
to
11.17 related
to
guarantees, cooperation and coordination in
transit.
Very
recently,
Armenia has
implemented Sub-article
7.2 “Electronic
Payment”
as
well
as Sub-article
7.7 “Establishment and Publication of Average
Release Times” on the 30th June 2019.

Armenia in the 2019 UN Global Survey on
Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation
The most recent data from the UN Global Survey
on Digital and sustainable Trade Facilitation
reveals that Armenia has made significant
progress in implementing trade facilitation
measures over the past two years. According to
the 2019 Survey, most progress has been made
in implementing more efficient “transit” and
“formalities” measures related to WTO TFA
(Figure 1). Significant progress has also been
made in “cross-border paperless trade”. With an
overall implementation rate of core measures
included in the Survey of 62.4%, Armenia
remains slightly above the Asia-Pacific regional
average (59.1%) 8 . It is also slightly above the
level of implementation in North and Central Asia
(61.3%) (Figure 2).

The country has provided definitive dates of
implementation for all measures not yet

6

WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement Database, accessed July 2019. Available at: https://www.tfadatabase.org/
UN Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation. Data forthcoming at: https://untfsurvey.org
8 These findings are generally consistent with those of the World Bank 2019 Doing Business Report, in which
Armenia ranks 41th overall and 46th in the “Ease of Trading Across Borders” category. For details, see
https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusiness/country/a/armenia/ARM.pdf
7
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Figure 1. Armenia implementation of trade facilitation measures 2017 and 2019
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Figure 2. Overall implementation of trade facilitation measures in 46 Asia-Pacific
countries, 2019

Source: UN Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation, 2019.
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cooperation” remains the main challenge for
Armenia, with an implementation rate well below
the regional average (Figure 1).

Among the five core groups of trade facilitation
measures,
Armenia’s
implementation
of
“transparency”, “paperless trade” and “crossborder paperless trade” are generally above the
Asia-Pacific regional average. Implementation of
better “Formalities” is slightly below the regional
average but “Institutional arrangement and

Figure 3. Armenia implementation of “paperless trade” measures, 2019.
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In “paperless trade”, Armenia has implemented
measures for automated customs system,
international connection available to customs
and other trade control agencies and electronic
application on issuance of preferential certificate
of origin. Armenia has partially implemented
electronic single window, electronic submission
of customs declarations, electronic application
and issuance of import and export permit, epayment of customs duties and fees and
electronic application for customs refund.
Electronic submission of air cargo manifests has
yet to be implemented (Figure 3).

recognized
certification
authority,
while
measures of law and regulations for electronic
transactions and electronic exchange of customs
declarations
are
partially
implemented.
Regarding the electronic exchange of certificate
of origin and the electronic exchange of sanitary
and phyto-sanitary certificates, electronic
exchange of sanitary and phytosanitary
certificates is fully implemented. There is no
electronic exchange of certificate of origin now,
but the process of program development for this
purpose has been started.. Establishment of
relevant regulations and recognized certification
authority will provide legal and institutional
foundation
for
invigorating
cross-border
paperless trade and ensure future actual
exchange of specific trade-related data and

Armenia’s implementation of “cross-border
paperless trade” for certain measures remains
limited. Armenia has only fully implemented
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documents across borders in order to achieve a
fully integrated paperless transformation.
Measures of Paperless collection of payment

from a documentary letter of credit have not been
implemented (figure 4).

Figure 4. Armenia implementation of cross-border paperless trade, 2019.
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Digital trade facilitation offers great opportunities
to reduce trade costs and increase trade
volumes. If Armenia implements trade facilitation
measures featured in the WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement together with cross-border paperless
trade measures, it could achieve trade cost
reductions of 28%, instead of only about 12% if it
aims at basic compliance with the TFA. 9 This
would amount to additional trade transaction cost
savings in excess of USD 40 million per year.
Through paperless trade and seamless
electronic exchange of trade data and
documents, Armenia can enhance its

competitiveness and improve the effectiveness
of its participation in global value chains.

9

https://www.adb.org/publications/trade-facilitationconnectivity-inclusive-asia-pacific
10 The BPA methodology utilized is from UNNExT /
ESCAP / UNECE Guide on Simplifying Trade
Procedures. See:
https://unnext.unescap.org/content/business-processanalysis-simplify-trade-procedures-case-studies

Insights from a business process analysis of
Armenia import of meat products and export
of vegetables and beverages processes
As a way to more fully understand the trade
facilitation situation in Armenia, a business
process analysis (BPA) 10 of the import and
export process in the country was conducted
between November 2018 and March 2019, in
parallel to the legal and technical readiness

ESCAP (2017). Digital Trade facilitation in Asia and
the Pacific. Studies in Trade, Investment and
Innovation, No. 87. Available from
https://www.unescap.org/publications/digital-tradefacilitation-asia-and-pacific-studies-trade-investmentand-innovation-87. See also ADB(2017) “Trade
Facilitation and Better Connectivity for an Inclusive
Asia and Pacific”, available from
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assessment for cross-border paperless trade.
The BPA analysis focused on (1) import of meat
and edible offal (hereafter referred as “meat
products”) from Georgia to Armenia; and and (2)
export of edible vegetables and certain roots and
tubers; beverages, spirits and vinegar (hereafter
referred as “vegetables and beverages”) from
Armenia to Georgia and other countries.

beverage from Armenia to Georgia and other
countries identified seven core business
processes and ten actors/process participants.
Common process participants for the two
processes included the importer, the exporter,
their respective depository banks, the country’s
food safety agency, customs, the trucking
service, the carrier service, and the terminal
operator. The warehouse operator is additionally
involved for the meat import, while the Armenia
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (AMCCI) is
included as another actor for the export of
vegetables and beverages.

The conduct of BPA in Armenia involved a
detailed review of current business processes in
order to identify the bottlenecks which will be
referred to streamline trade processes. The
review covered the three procedural areas of the
supply chain (i.e., Buy, Ship and Pay). It also
involved the analysis of current laws and
customs
regulations,
including
customs
clearance and the delivery of export and import
of the selected goods; the analysis of data and
information obtained from interviews with the
stakeholders of the supply chain, including
concerned government officials, producers,
exporters, importers, transport companies and
customs brokers; as well as the analysis of trade
statistics
and
international
business
development information sourced online as well
as during various studies conducted on Armenia
trade.

It is estimated that, from the conclusion of a
contract to the delivery, it takes 8 to 21 days to
complete the import of meat products (Figure 5),
though the number of days may potentially
increase if there are issues in the value
declaration and import declaration, as well as if
the customs agency receives certain derogatory
information about the shipment. Moreover,
processing of payment to the Exporter will take
about 2-4 days to accomplish.
To export vegetables and beverages, from
concluding a contract up to the time when
payment is made for the shipment, the process
can be completed between 7 to 19 days (Figure
6). The procedure on paying the exporter can
take the longest time to accomplish and the
activities related to obtaining permits and
licenses can also contribute to the delays.

The BPA implementation identified seven core
processes and ten actors (or process
participants) for the import of meat products from
Georgia to Armenia, while the BPA
implementation on the export of vegetables and
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Figure 5. Time process chart for import of meat products from Georgia to Armenia

Figure 6. Time process chart for the export vegetable and beverages from
Armenia to Georgia and other countries
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Both the meat product imports and vegetables
and beverages exports have many similar
issues, particularly those related to whether
some procedures are either digitalized or still on
paper based. The current IT environment in
Armenia is modern and there is a functioning
Trade Portal used by the business community.
The country’s e-Customs System is also
accessible to its stakeholders and is connected
to the Trade Portal. However, it was noted that
some customs procedures are still in their
manual state and need to be automated. For
example, the import and export documents are
required to be stamped manually which
potentially leads to longer time spent and more
copies of documents required in the process. The
enhancement of the Customs system is still ongoing and is expected to be completed within
year 2020. The system is not yet linked to banks’
system, which affects the seamless information
sharing and reporting between the Customs
agency, the depository banks, and the National
Treasury.

agencies to the system. This will provide an
integrated platform for trade information for the
agencies, as well as allow traders single-channel
access with all the trade-relevant agencies in
fulfilling regulatory requirements.
Second, it is recommended to consider
implementing a national trade portal. A trade
portal could provide a single source of
comprehensive, accurate and up-to-date
information on all trade related matters, facilitate
compliance with prescribed regulations. The
portal can also host a tariff finder system, for the
up-to-date information on the preferential tariffs
applied by various bilateral and regional trade
agreements. It can also set out the rules of origin
criteria used to determine a product’s eligibility
for preferential tariff treatment.
Third, it is recommended to consider
the
implementation
of
Authorized
Economic
Operator (AEO) program to further enhance
facilitation of cross-border paperless trade.
Armenia may prioritize to ratify the Framework
Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border
Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific, following
its signature to the Treaty in 2017, as
participation in the treaty may greatly facilitate
implementation
of
several
of
these
recommendations.

Several recommendations emerged from the
BPA studies, a few of which are highlighted here.
First, it is recommended for Armenia to enhance
the functionalities of the single window system,
integrating with government portals and
connecting other trade-relevant government

9
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III. Technical readiness for cross-border paperless trade:
key findings
Key findings on Armenia’s technical readiness for
cross-border paperless trade are summarized
below. The findings are presented following the
structure of the Technical Readiness Checklist
adopted by the Interim Intergovernmental
Steering Group on Cross-border Paperless
Trade Facilitation, at its 5th Meeting in March
2019.11 The completed checklist, which contains
further details and elaborations, is available in
Annex III.

A. Paperless trade system at the national
level
Institutional and governance bodies
There is a strong commitment to implement
paperless trade systems in Armenia. Ministry of
High-Tech Industry is in charge of all paperless
and cross-border paperless efforts, and Ministry
of Economy and State Revenue Committee are
also actively implementing paperless trade
systems. With the Digitalization Council and the
Steering Committee on the National Single
Window being operational, other OGAs and PIAs
are also participating. However, there was no
indication that private sector stakeholders from
the trading community are involved in the
Steering Committee.

It is shown that the level of technical readiness in
Armenia for cross-border paperless trade is fair.
Armenia recognizes the importance of paperless
trade both domestically and across borders and
has made progress in many areas towards
digitalization of trade procedures. Armenia has
already implemented the national single window
(NSW), which it developed with cross-border
data exchange functions and which serves as the
single gateway. It is comprised of customs
related services and additional services related
to other government agencies (OGAs) and
permit issuing agencies (PIAs). With 6 out of 18
OGAs/PIAs already connected to the NSW, and
the rest 12 to be connected with the upgrading by
2020, Armenia will have fully functional NSW
which could accommodate cross-border data
exchange. This is supported by adequate level of
information and communication technology (ICT)
infrastructure and information security in place.

Level of automation
Armenia has already implemented the NSW,
serving as the single gateway for receiving,
processing and issuing electronic documents for
trade. It is comprised of customs related services
and additional relevant services of OGAs and
PIAs, with 6 OGAs/PIAs being connected to ecustoms via the NSW. The current NSW is
currently being updated and the remaining 12
OGAs/PIAs are expected to be connected by
2020. The system is integrated with electronic
payment, and with police system to authenticate
users and verify personal data.

Armenia is also undergoing cross-border data
exchange with 4 countries on import, export and
transit data. It is planning to expand for more
trading partner countries.

In addition, Armenia has electronic systems for
Veterinary, Sanitary Certificate, Medicines
import/export and Radio Frequency Import
Licenses & Transport Control System.

Armenia signed the Framework Agreement on
Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in
Asia and the Pacific in 2017 and is in the process
of ratification. Active participation and leadership
in the Framework Agreement and related
activities could facilitate Armenia to further
improve overall paperless trade environment.

Information and communication technology
(ICT) infrastructure
In Armenia, network service is available at all
border posts, and the NSW is accessible
throughout Armenia using web browser with
HTTPS and SSL. There is a business continuity
plan implemented at the headquarters of
Customs office, all border crossing points and
airports. The current NSW system is housed in
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https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/IISG_2019
_4_English.pdf

Cross-border paperless trade: a technical
readiness checklist. Available from
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the headquarters of Customs office, with a
disaster recovery site located in another region.
Electronic systems of other OGAs/PIAs are also
hosted within the NSW. It is planning to expand
data center with dedicated budget.

future plans for additional trading partner
countries. With 4 countries of Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU), Armenia is exchanging import,
export and transit data, and it is planned to
exchange 3 types of certificate of origins (COs).
Armenia is also cooperating with Islamic
Republic of Iran and Georgia and started
implementation of online system for customs
information exchange. Armenia is also planning
to cooperate with China and Viet Nam.

Security
Armenia has an information technology (IT)
security policy, which was approved by the
National Security Council at the President office
in 2007. Based on this policy, Armenia has
implemented IT system protection mechanisms
including single log-in system and electronic
signature using the national identity card.

Business process re-engineering, data
harmonization and standardization
Re-engineering and streamlining of business
processes of several agencies led to automation
and simplification, and therefore has enabled
these agencies to engage in initiatives and pilot
projects supporting cross-border data exchange.
However, as mentioned in earlier section (see
Section A. Business Process Re-engineering),
not all agencies have gone through business
process re-engineering nor data harmonization
and standardization.

Business process re-engineering, data
harmonization and standardization
Armenia has conducted business process reengineering,
data
harmonization
and
standardization for following agencies: Customs
Service, State Revenue Committee; Ministry of
Health; Food Safety Inspection Body; and
Ministry of High-Tech Industry.
Data model has been adopted, based on WCO
Data Model version 3 and the Single
Administrative Document (SAD) model by the
European Union (EU). The NSW upgrade will
incorporate WCO Data Model 3.7.

International transit
International transit is limited as, the borders with
Azerbaijan and Turkey are closed. Inbound and
outbound transit are through Georgia and the
Islamic Republic of Iran.

Capacity building
There have been many awareness program
and/or capacity building workshops, conducted
by Customs Service. However, these were purely
related to the utilization of the NSW, but not
comprehensively
on
cross-border
data
exchange.

Other matters
There are certain documents and related
processes for cross-border data exchange that
Armenia has implemented and/or is exploring
for implementation. The documents are as
below:
(1) Customs Transit Declaration (Customs
Service of SRC): currently 100%
paperless
(2) Phytosanitary, Veterinary/ Food Safety
Certificates (Food Safety Inspection
Body): currently 100% paperless
(3) Sanitary Certificates (Ministry of Health):
currently 100% paperless
(4) CITES
Certificate
(Ministry
of
environment): currently entirely paper
based. E-Application under development
(5) Certificate of Origin (Armenia Chambers
of Commerce and Industry): currently
entirely paper based. E-Application
under development
Further progress on cross-border exchange of
these documents and enabling paperless

Others
Private sector stakeholders from the trading
community in Armenia have high computer
literacy as many have automated systems for
their business activities. It is noted that the
private sector stakeholders welcome positive
changes arising from implementation of
paperless trade environment, which they believe
will result in cost reduction and speed efficiency.
B. National status towards cross-border data
exchange

Electronic systems & Single Window system
There are some cross-border data exchange
initiatives with selected partner countries and
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system would greatly enhance the efficiencies
of trade procedures.

IV. Legal readiness for cross-border paperless trade: key
findings
Key findings on Armenia’s legal readiness for
cross-border paperless trade are summarized
below. The findings are presented following the
structure of the Legal Readiness Checklist
adopted by the Interim Intergovernmental
Steering Group on Cross-border Paperless
Trade Facilitation, at its 5th Meeting. 12 The
completed checklist, which contains further
details and elaborations, is available in Annex V.

is
using
Rivest–Shamir–Adleman
(RSA)
Encryption
Standard..
For
private-sector
transactions, the 2004 statute still risks being too
technology-specific for some purposes.
On the other hand, progress has been made on
many fronts, including the facilitation of electronic
payments. Also, as the legal landscapes is
evolving actively at great speed, it is hoped that
domestic law - and the commercial and
regulatory practices it supports – will be
enhanced and will evolve to accommodate
international trading obligations in their transition
to paperless procedures. Armenia should follow
global or regional best practices on ecommunications that will help harmonize its legal
regime with that of its trading partners.

It may be noted that Armenia has very few legal
rules aimed specifically at cross-border
paperless trade. The exceptions include some of
the provisions of the Customs Code it shares with
members of the EAEU and selected articles of
some of the international conventions to which it
is a party, notably through the World Trade
Organization
and
the
World
Customs
Organization. We therefore consider its law on
domestic transactions, which can be a model for
international activities as well.. The Electronic
Documents and Electronic Signatures Law dates
from 2004. Since then, several amendments
have
been
made,
notably
concerning
government resolution on the establishment of
procedures for the use of electronic documents
and electronic digital signatures by state bodies
and on the establishment of general technical
requirements of electronic systems.13 . Armenia

A. Electronic transactions and signatures
law
Electronic transactions
A legal regime favourable to merely domestic
electronic transactions, if enacted following
internationally recognized criteria, such as
technology neutrality and functional equivalence,
will assist facilitation of cross-border paperless
trade for reasons explained in Box 1.

Box 1. Legal regime favourable to cross-border electronic transactions
A legal regime that supports domestic electronic transactions could help Armenia in its international
dealings in a number of ways:
First, in a legal regime generally favourable to electronic transactions, businesses, consumers and
governments will all become familiar with the characteristics of e-communications, both the risks and
the advantages. As a result, getting all parties to take similar approaches to cross-border
transactions, and the supporting approvals and verifications, will be less of a challenge.
Second, potential trading partners, or current trading partners considering whether to dispense with
paper in dealing with Armenia, will find it easier to decide positively if the legal regime they find in the
country is familiar and principled. Thus cross-border paperless trade will be facilitated.
12

13

Cross-border paperless trade: a legal readiness
checklist. Available from:
https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/IISG_2019
_3_English.pdf

Government Decree N572-N was adopted, 25 May
2017.
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Third, the national internal economy will benefit in the same way as cross-border trade is expected
to benefit as it goes paperless.
Fourth, it will be more economical to institute a legal regime to support international trade if it has a
lot in common with the domestic regime. One does not have to create a special system for the crossborder relations.

Electronic communications

by electronic mail, by publication on a website,
and by dedicated networks. Government does
not need special legal authority to take any of
these actions, at least beyond the scope of the
Electronic Documents and Electronic Signatures
Law mentioned above. However, the type of
document being communicated, for example,
customs clearances, may need to be prescribed
by regulation by the State Revenue Committee
as to their electronic form. The governed can
communicate with the government in electronic
form as well, as stated in the Law on Customs
Regulation Article 132(4).

Armenia does not have specific rules for specific
kinds of document. The general rules apply
across the board – subject to the occasional
regulation and to the occasional treaty.
Armenia’s law is based on codes, notably the
Civil Code14, which says that contracts must be
in writing and signed.15 The law was changed to
make room for electronic transactions by the
passage in 2004 of the Law on Electronic
Document and Electronic Signature. 16 The
provision states that “an electronic signature
shall have the same legal power as the document
authenticated by a person’s manuscript
signature” if conditions are properly met. 17
Treatment of electronic documents, messages
and signatures in Armenian law are further
described in Box 2.

The Law on Customs Regulation (2014) contains
numerous provisions on electronic documents,
most of them authorizing the use of electronic or
paper documents, sometimes at the choice of the
Customs Authority, though often at the option of
the private correspondents. Usually both sides
have the option whether to use electronic or
paper communications.

The
Law
on
Electronic
Documents and Electronic Digital
Signature
provides the basis for functioning of electronic
communications. A new article was added in
2014 about the use of e-signatures by state
bodies and local self-government authorities in
offering their services. A decree was issued in
2017 to give effect to that amendment and to
spell out the requirements for electronic data
systems to be used in dealing electronically with
these bodies.18

It is worth noting that the approach taken in
Armenia and by the UN Model Law is to handle
the electronic versions of documents as an
additional consideration, rather than going back
to re-examine the foundations of their law.
Countries do not generally revise their Civil Code
to remove a writing or a signature requirement,
they specify how electronic versions can satisfy
the existing rules.

For communications with the government,
government can communicate with the governed

14

16

A version in English is online (but not fully up-todate): http://www.translationcentre.am/pdf/Translat/HH_Codes/CIVIL_CODE_en.
pdf. A full Armenian text is here:
https://www.arlis.am/documentview.aspx?docid=1263
32
15 Article 296-1 of Civil Code of Armenia. There are
many other codes – of administrative law, etc., but
the Civil code is the most important example for
purposes of this report.

Online:
https://www.cba.am/EN/lalaws/Law_on_e_docs_and
%20_e_signatures.pdf
17 Article 4 of the Law on Electronic Document and
Electronic Signature.
18

Establishing Procedure for the Application of
Electronic Documents and Electronic Digital
Signatures in the State Bodies, 25 May 2017, N 572Ն, online:
https://www.arlis.am/DocumentView.aspx?docID=1
19245/
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Box 2. Treatment of electronic documents, messages and signatures in Armenian law
Some authorities distinguish between an electronic document – one that needs human review to
have effect, such as a word-processed or PDF document – and an electronic message – one that
can be read by a computer and be given effect to directly by it, such as an XML document or a web
order form. Electronic commerce includes information in both forms
Though Armenian law does not do so, it is possible to separate out the criteria for a valid electronic
document from those for a valid electronic signature. The UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic
Commerce of 1996 19 provides that where the law requires information to be in writing, that
requirement is satisfied if the information in electronic form is “accessible so as to be usable for
subsequent reference”. This standard is reflected in the Armenian requirement that the document
has not been changed – or at least that there is no strong evidence that it has been. While this
provision is worded in language of access, it must logically imply integrity as well – it is “the
information” and not some part or distortion of it that is to be available.20

Identity management and trust services

application, request or complaint to a public
official on any topic.23

Article 2 of the Electronic Document and
Electronic Signature Law defines an electronic
digital signature as follows:

A number of other laws in Armenia expressly
require that electronic communications must be
authenticated by an electronic digital signature of
the same kind.

electronic digital signature means obtained
signature-creation data and a cryptographic
data modification of the given electronic
document presented in a unique sequence of
symbols in electronic form, which is attached
to or logically associated with an electronic
document and which is used to identify the
signatory, as well as to protect the electronic
document from forgery and distortion.

It is worth considering whether there is room for
an electronic signature to which article 4 would
apply that is not an electronic digital signature.
The Law does not define a plain electronic (nondigital) signature. Article 4 requires, to give the
electronic document legal effect, that an esignature be ‘authenticated’ and that it is unlikely
that the document has been changed. (See
Annex VI for further discussion).

For one to acquire a digital electronic signature
in Armenia, one first needs to apply for a national
identity card. Once received, it is submitted to
and processed through the website ekeng.am, a
government agency that has a monopoly on
issuing digital signing data. Once the ID card is
activated for signature purposes, one can
authorize a payment mechanism then buys a
digital electronic signature (the signing data). 21
All this is not very difficult or slow. Many of the
services listed at the E-trade site require such a
signature, including, for example, a customs
value declaration and a preliminary decision on
classification of imported goods. 22 One can also
use one’s official e-signature to send an

Electronic evidence
The Armenian law seems to deal directly and
satisfactorily with whether the decision-maker to
be able to deal directly with information created
in electronic form or not.
The “external version” of an electronic document
is, according to article 3 of the Electronic
Document and Electronic Signature Law, “a
document reproducing on CRT screen (display),
on paper or any other tangible object other than
an electronic device in visually accessible and
readily perceptible form.”
As a result, an

19

Online: http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce/1996Model.html. For writing
requirements, see article 6.
20 On its face, the Model Law deals with requirements of integrity as part of the functional equivalent of an
“original” document. See article 8.
21 ekeng.am, available from: https://www.ekeng.am/en/esignature/ and see the Law on Identification Cards:
http://parliament.am/legislation.php?sel=show&ID=4348&lang=eng
22 E-trade, available from: https://trade.gov.am/trade/services/agencies
23 Information available from: https://www.e-request.am/en/e-letter
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electronic reproduction for the court would be
satisfactory, as would a print-out, so long as its
integrity could be proved as set out. It would
appear that courts in Armenia are not generally
able to view electronic records on courtroom
computer monitors, but the statute allows for
other methods that can be effective.

these rules and activities are available for the
protection of the cross-border trader as well as
the Armenian, and their international origin will
facilitate their acceptance.
For sharing of data between government
agencies, the Civil Code and certain regulatory
laws set out limits for sharing personal data and
commercial
information.
Personal
data
protection system is strongly regulated in
Armenia. Also, the Law on Personal Data
Protection fully regulates privacy of personal data
regardless of whether it is on paper or in
electronic form. Also, as a member of the Council
of Europe, Armenia ratified (in 2012) the
European Convention for the Protection of
Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing
of Personal Data.

B. Paperless trade and Single Window
systems
The Single Window system/ paperless trade
system
Armenia is developing a Single Window system,
currently mainly for customs related services and
all services related to other government agencies
and import/export permit issuing agencies.
However, there are few legal instruments that
expressly authorize or establish the Single
Window and a paperless trading environment.

In addition, the Electronic Document and
Electronic Signature Law provides in article 7 for
the accurate retention of electronic records, and
for their restoration to their original formatting if
required.

While Armenia understands the benefits of a
single window system and is developing such a
system, it has not yet completely done so for
cross-border trade, even for the part of that trade
within its own borders.

C. Cross-border aspects
Armenia’s readiness in law for cross-border
paperless trade depends to a large extent on how
its network of international obligations support
such trade or can be adapted to support it, and
how closely it follows international precedents in
making laws applicable to trade and the trading
environment. Armenia’s law on electronic
documents and electronic signatures says
expressly that if standards in an international
treaty to which Armenia is a party contradict the
rules set out in the statute, the treaty’s provisions
prevail.24

Information security
Armenia does not have legal provisions
expressly on point with respect to paperless
trade, but its laws do cover the main threats.
Armenia does have laws against fraud, notably
the Criminal Code. Its provisions apply to all
media, so data integrity would have to be
maintained in e-trade matters, domestic or
international.
There is also legislation relating to computer
activities based on the Council of Europe
(Budapest) Convention on Cybercrime. This too
is implemented through the Criminal Code,
whose chapter 24 is dedicated to cyber-crimes.
Information security is dealt with specifically at
article 252. At the same time, there is a
specialized Department of Struggle Against
Organized Crime of the Armenian police which
deals with cyber-crimes in the country. All of

Existing bilateral or regional agreements
Armenia is a member of the Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU).25 The EAEU began as a customs
union, and its customs law remains an important
document among the member states. The EAEU
adopted a new Customs Code in 2018 that
makes extensive reference to electronic

24

25

Law on Electronic Documents and Electronic
Signatures, article 10: “If international agreements of
the Republic of Armenia stipulate other norms than
the norms envisaged by this Law the norms of
international agreements of the Republic of Armenia
shall prevail.” This reflects a constitutional rule to the
same effect.

The EAEU grew out of a previous customs union
among some of its members. More on the history of
the organization can be found at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurasian_Economic_Uni
on .
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documents. 26 There are some provisions
relevant to cross-border paperless trade and it is
often left to national law to provide the specific
requirements for the use of electronic
communications. Frequently the use of hard copy
documents must be accompanied by electronic
versions. In general, provisions are much more
favourable to paperless trade among the
member states of the EAEU, though
implementation has not yet caught up to the
potential or even to the law.

International standards/guidelines
Armenia is party to some international treaties
governing aspects of trade, many of which are
now very open to electronic documents and
communications. Few require the use of
electronic documents, but an increasing number
authorize them. The principal relevant
international treaties that Armenia is party to are:
•
•

Under the Transboundary Trust Space currently
being developed by the EAEU, in which Armenia
participates, considerable effort has been
devoted to putting into practice a crosscertification programme by which central trust
authorities in each country certify the reliability of
the system of electronic digital signatures used in
its country. As a result, Armenia could, in the
future, recognize signature certificates from other
member states of the EAEU, and vice versa.
Other than this, Armenia has no formal method
for ensuring the recognition of electronic
communications in paperless trade. This does
not mean that it is incapable of recognizing them.
A number of trade-related treaties, such as those
described in the following section, provide for at
least the option of electronic documents.

•
•

•
•
•
•

26

Online:
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/act/tam_sotr/d
ep_tamoj_zak/SiteAssets/Customs%20Code%20of%
20the%20EAEU.pdf
27 An overview of Armenia’s relation with the WTO is
here:
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/countries_e/ar
menia_e.htm
28 The WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement is
described here:
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/tfanov14_e.htm#fntext-16. A fact sheet is here:
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tradfa_e/tfa_fact
sheet2017_e.pdf See note 16 above about
Armenia’s membership.
29 The Revised Kyoto Convention is described here:
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/revised-kyotoconvention.htm. A guide to its provisions is here:
https://www.wcoesarocb.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/1.-WCO-Revised-KyotoConvention.pdf
30 online
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/sps_e/sps_e.ht
m
31 The TIR Convention is described here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TIR_Convention
32 The provision does not require the use of electronic
documents, but it ensures that the legal capacity

World Trade Organization (WTO)27 and
its Trade Facilitation Agreement28
Revised Kyoto Convention on the
Harmonization and Simplification of
Customs Practices29
WTO Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Agreement30
Convention on the International
Shipping of Goods under Cover of TIR
Carnets31
Convention on the International
Carriage by Rail (COTIF)32
Convention on the International Trade
in Endangered Species (CITES) 33
Convention on the International Sale of
Goods (CISG)34
World Customs Organization
Harmonized Frontier Controls
Convention35

exists when Armenia or its trading partners, or the
carriers operating on those countries, are ready to
adopt them. Information on COTIF is online:
https://www.cit-rail.org/en/rail-transport-law/cotif/ and
here: http://otif.org/en/ An excellent explanation of
how the elements fit together and who runs things
was published by ESCAP in 2015:
https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/CIT%20%20Common%20consignment%20note.pdf
33 See https://cites.org/eng/disc/what.php for a
description and https://cites.org/eng/disc/text.php for
the text.
34 While it does not expressly refer to electronic
documents, having been adopted in 1980, it has been
interpreted to permit them. Armenia however made a
reservation under the Convention that it would apply
it only to contracts made in writing, and the Advisory
Council specified that its presumption in favour of econtracts under the Convention did not apply where
the applicable law was a country with the reservation.
No judicial interpretation of this point seems to be
available. Online:
http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/sale_
goods/1980CISG.html
35 A description is here:
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/Harmonized-frontiercontrols-convention.htm and the text here:
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• United Nations Layout Key36
• WTO Valuation Agreement37
In addition, the European Union and Armenia
signed
and
ratified
the
EU-Armenia
Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership
Agreement (CEPA) in 2018.38 The EU is still in
the process of ratifying it. It provides among other
things for the encouragement of electronic
commerce (Section F). Applications for licences
may be done electronically. 39 It includes an
obligation for “dialogue” on cross-border
recognition of signature certifications and the
liability of intermediary services engaged in
transmitting or storing information.40

The importance and implications of these
international standards and guidelines are further
discussed in Annex VII.
D. Other considerations

Liability issues
Chapter 26 of the Civil Code of Armenia, and
notably article 417, is the main source of rules of
contractual liability in the country. 44 General
liability is found in Chapter 60, Rules on liabilities
arising due to causing damage start at article
1058.45 The general rule is the same as in most
countries: the person who causes harm by fault
must compensate the person harmed. Some
limits apply to public bodies, however.

A number of other international legal standards,
regulations or guidelines that could support
paperless trade should be considered for
incorporation into Armenia’s legal framework.
The most relevant one for paperless trade is
Convention on the Contract for the Shipping of
Goods by Road (CMR Convention):41 Armenia is
party to the CMR Convention. However, an
additional protocol to the Convention was
adopted in 2008, allowing for an electronic
consignment note.42 Armenia is not a party to the
protocol and work continues on an “e-CMR”
document.43

In 2016, the Code was amended to add some
provisions directly related to electronic
communications: Limited liability of an electronic
communication service provider (article 416.1);
and Grounds for liability of an electronic trading
platform operator (article 416.2). In addition,
some specific aspects of the provision of services
of an electronic trading platform were added as
article 780.1.
Functions of civil liability are described in Box 3.

Box 3. Functions of civil liability
Civil liability has two functions: first, to provide compensation for those who have been harmed by
others’ faults (of commission or of omission); and second, to provide an incentive, through the risk of

http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/conventn/
ECE-TRANS-55r2e.pdf
36 http://tfig.unece.org/contents/recommendation1.htm
37 An overview is here:
http://tfig.unece.org/contents/WTO-valuationagreement.htm and a handbook by the WTO is here:
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/han
dbook_cusval_e.htm
38 https://cdn3eeas.fpfis.tech.ec.europa.eu/cdn/farfuture/S17QI437
S_ttyiGoqFm6o6ecE564mEUsiCPcYbga97s/mtime:1
514986780/sites/eeas/files/euarmenia_comprehensive_and_enhanced_partnership
_agreement_cepa.pdf
39 Armenia-EU Agreement, article 160(4).
40 Same, article 194(1).

41

This Convention is online:
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/1961/07/19610702
%2001-56%20AM/Ch_XI_B_11.pdf.
42

The Protocol is online:
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/2008/03/20080303
%2006-53%20PM/CTC-xi-B-11b.pdf.
43 A 2017 description of an “e-CMR” project is here:
http://www.eugate.eu/system/files/ppmo_attachments/UNCEFACT
%20eCMR%20project_DTLF_30AUG2017_v3.pdf
44 Civil Code of Armenia: http://www.translationcentre.am/pdf/Translat/HH_Codes/CIVIL_CODE_en.
pdf
45
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having to pay such compensation, to avoid faulty conduct. It can play a role, therefore, in the design
of paperless cross-border trade.
The questions are complicated for cross-border trade because many participants in the system are
public bodies, either direct parts of government, like customs services, or bodies performing public
functions, like inspection laboratories.
In principle it may be thought that the state should be liable to some extent for its failings, at least to
provide basic compensation. On the other hand, state actions often contain or respond to public
policy challenges that do not have a single right answer against which the law can apply a standard
of fault. Thus, the potential liability of state actors is often either nullified or limited by law. The effect
of such limitations on the other participants in the activity needs to be taken into account in evaluating
their implications.
In cross-border trade, the picture is further complicated by the necessary participation of legal
persons outside the country – exporters or importers, brokers, and state agencies in the country of
origin or destination of the goods, and possibly in states of transit as well. Imposing liability on those
persons can be difficult, even if the law is clear in theory. And if the risk of liability were too great,
they might choose not to trade into the country at all.

Electronic commerce, including paperless trade,
usually relies on communications through
intermediaries – communications networks,
websites, relayers of data, and the like. These
intermediaries can affect the success of a
transaction or impair it. Nothing in the analysis so
far suggests that Armenian law is not capable of
dealing with intermediary liability as well as any
other impacts of technology. The proper measure
of damages can probably carry over from general
principles of law. The case for special treatment
for cross-border trade activities in general –
paperless or otherwise - has not yet been made.

also implemented the UN Model Law on
International Commercial Arbitration, 48 so the
conduct of such arbitrations on its territory can in
principle be conducted in ways that should satisfy
international trading partners. Amendments
made to this Model Law in 2006 make it apply to
agreements to arbitrate and arbitral awards in
electronic form as well. On the public
international law side, Armenia as a member of
the WTO is subject to its dispute settlement
processes.
Intellectual property
Businesses trading into Armenia will want to be
confident that their intellectual property rights in
the goods shipped will be preserved when they
cross the border. Armenia’s laws are set up to
provide this protection, though there is little that
is specific to paperless trade in this system.
Armenia protects intellectual property, notably
copyright, patents and trademarks, in a way
consistent with international practice. Armenia is
a party to all the major intellectual property
conventions, on patents, trademarks, copyright
and industrial design.

Dispute settlement considerations
Arbitration
is
particularly
attractive
in
international disputes, so that parties from
different countries do not have to trust the
neutrality of the courts of the other party. It is
important to the acceptability of international
commercial arbitration that awards arising from it
be enforceable in the country of the losing party.
Armenia has acceded to the New York
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Arbitral Awards,46 which provides for
firm enforcement of such awards.47 Armenia has

46

48

New York Convention,
http://www.newyorkconvention.org/
47 For Armenia’s accession:
http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries

Online:
https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/co
mmercial_arbitration/status.
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It is noted that Eurasian Economic Union has its
own patent protection regime, and that there is
close cooperation on patents with a number of
other countries in the region, as well as with the
European Patent Office. It is clear that rights
owners can apply electronically to register their
rights in Armenia. 49 The Customs Code gives
rights holders the ability to register their rights –
through a paper process - with the Customs
Authority.50

Armenian banks carry out international payments
through correspondent accounts with foreign
banks using SWIFT, Telex and other means of
telecommunication. In order to make the
international transfer of individuals more rapid
and available, the Armenian banks have become
members of international funds transfer
systems.52
In short, Armenia’s readiness for cross-border
paperless payments is relatively secure.

There are at present in Armenia no special
provisions about the intellectual property content
of the operators of a National Single Window,
though there is no reason that the normal rules
of intellectual property would not apply to that
content.

Competition law
Nothing in the domestic array of single window
services in Armenia suggests that they are or can
be used to lessen competition among suppliers
of goods or services, or for the state to take unfair
advantage of private business. So long as users
can access the Single Window on an equal basis
with others, competition considerations should
not arise, with the considerations of its structure
further described in the Box 4.

Electronic payments
Electronic payments are in practice widely
accepted in Armenia. There is a governmental
portal for payments, though payments of various
kinds to the Customs authority are dealt with
elsewhere – but still electronically.51

Box 4. Competition law and National Single Window system
UN/CEFACT’s Recommendation 35 on the legal issues arising on the establishment of a National
Single Window system warns against violating competition law in the process. “Consideration should
be given to the potential that Single Window operations may be structured so that concerns about
antitrust and protectionism may result. These possibilities, though unlikely, can give rise to concerns
by those who may utilize an international Single Window facility and discourage trade development
and facilitation. Additionally, countries and economies should consider their obligations under
international treaties and conventions related to competition law when establishing Single Window
facilities.”53
The reference given for this point is the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, which has since
been replaced by the World Trade Organization agreement, to which Armenia is a party. The WTO’s
trade and competition policy document is online.54

49

52

50

https://www.cba.am/en/SitePages/pspspaymentsettle
mentsystems.aspx
53 Establishing a Legal Framework for International
Trade Single Window:
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/recomme
ndations/rec35/Rec35_ECE_TRADE_401_Establishi
ngLegalFrameworkforSingleWindow_E.pdf , p. 16

http://www.aipa.am/en/ - the top line of this page
links to the “electronic system of receiving
applications” – but one needs one’s national identity
card to access the application system.
http://www.eurasiancommission.org/ru/act/tam_sotr/d
ep_tamoj_zak/SiteAssets/Customs%20Code%20of%
20the%20EAEU.pdf. See for example Article 124
(page 276) and Chapter 52, article 384ff (page 874).
51 See online: https://trade.gov.am/trade/home/index.
and for similar information, see also online:
http://www.petekamutner.am/Content.aspx?itn=csCI
CustomsFees.

54

https://ecampus.wto.org/admin/files/course_385/mod
ule_1603/moduledocuments/tc-l1-r1-e.pdf
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V. Recommendations for moving towards cross-border
paperless trade
Based on the findings from the technical and legal readiness of Armenia for cross-border paperless
trade in the sections III and IV of the report, a series of technical and legal recommendations for Armenia
to accelerate progress towards cross-border paperless trade are presented in this section.

A. Recommendations emerging from the technical readiness assessment
In order to improve its domestic paperless trade environment and its readiness to participate in crossborder paperless trade, Armenia is recommended to gradually develop national single window and other
paperless trade systems that are interoperable within and across borders, including by developing its
national technical capacity in this area, developing a long-term plan and engaging in pilot exchange of
selected data and documents. To support this process, Armenia is recommended to ratify to the
Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific 55 as
soon as possible. The Framework Agreement can significantly help Armenia in narrowing technical
gaps in (cross-border) paperless trade and support its journey to move into a knowledge-based
economy. Recommendations related to each area covered during the technical readiness assessment
follow below.

Institutional and governance bodies
Recommendation 1: Armenia should confirm its political commitment for (cross-border) paperless
trade facilitation by ratifying the Framework Agreement. Among different ways to secure a political
commitment, becoming a party to an intergovernmental agreement can establish a highest level of
political commitment. and help a country to take necessary actions for creating paperless trade
environment. For Armenia, this will be an enhancement of Armenia’s commitment on (cross-border)
paperless trade facilitation.

Recommendation 2: Armenia should further strengthen the institutional mechanisms coordinating
stakeholders of (cross-border) paperless trade, building upon the existing Steering Committee for
the National Single Window. To avoid duplication of efforts and ensure sustainability, it is
recommended to take advantage of existing institutional mechanisms as much as possible, rather
than creating a new body. Also, The Committee should also ensure representation of private sector
stakeholders from trading community, to ensure they are well-informed and their activities are
aligned with the overall directions and policies.

Level of automation
Recommendation 3: Armenia should make relevant regulatory agencies ICT-enabled as soon as
possible to empower them to participate in paperless trade. While some agencies are ICT-enabled,
other government agencies involved in trade are still paper-based in processing their regulatory
procedures. Though automation of Customs procedures greatly facilitate trade, businesses cannot
optimize their operations, if they have to go through manual processes in completing other traderelated regulatory requirements.

55

See Annex VIII for a brief description of the Framework Agreement.
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Recommendation 4: Armenia should continue enhancing the Single Window environment. It is noted
and encouraged, that Armenia is planning to upgrade the National Single Window by 2020, in which,
all trade transactions will be covered through the National Single Window. While it is valuable if all
trade-related regulatory procedures are automated, it would still be burdensome for businesses if
they have to go through different channels to meet different regulatory requirements. Creating a
single channel for businesses to meet all the regulatory requirements can greatly enhance their
efficiency.
Information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure
Recommendation 5: Armenia should continue enhancing the strategic plan and guidelines on
business continuity of ICT systems (including for paperless trade systems), such as disaster
recovery plan, to ensure service continuity and sustainability of such systems, reflecting future
requirements such as device and technology upgrades. The planned Data Center should also be
constructed in line with the strategic plan and guidelines.
Business process re-engineering
Recommendation 6: Armenia should carry out business process re-engineering (BPR) in
implementing or upgrading ICT systems of trade-related regulatory agencies. 56 By this way,
business and operational procedures can be optimized, rather than simple automation of existing
processes.
Data harmonization and standardization
Recommendation 7: Armenia should carry out data harmonization in implementing or upgrading ICT
systems of trade-related regulatory agencies, using available international standards. 57 By this way,
Armenia’s paperless trade systems increase their interoperability and would be able to exchange
electronic data more readily each other and with systems of other countries.
Capacity building
Recommendation 8: Armenia should build awareness and capacity on (cross-border) paperless
trade of its stakeholders. Armenia may seek support from UN and other international development
agencies, in a coordinated manner to avoid duplicate support in planning and delivering capacity
building activities.
Other matters
Recommendation 9: Armenia should set a strategic plan to secure budget for implementing ICT
systems of trade-related regulatory agencies, including assessing requirements of those agencies,
coordinating potential source of budget and outreaching to international development agencies. It
should be noted that joining the Framework Agreement can help Armenia to secure budget from
international development agencies (Article 14 Capacity Building).

National status towards cross-border data exchange
Recommendation 10: In implementing or upgrading automation systems of relevant regulatory
agencies in connection with Recommendation 3, Armenia should make those systems enabled for

56

There are some agencies who have already conducted BPR, but still many others would benefit from BPR,
and especially in a holistic manner, as they are (preparing to be) interlinked to the single window system.
57 Again, there are some agencies that have not carried out data harmonization.
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both domestic and cross-border paperless trade at the same time, to quickly improve their readiness
and competitiveness without duplication of efforts.

Recommendation 11: Armenia should continue to actively participate in regional, subregional and
bilateral initiatives on cross-border paperless trade. By this way, Armenia would not be left out from
cross-border paperless trade processes re-engineered as part of implementing those initiatives. It
should be noted that ratifying the Framework Agreement can help Armenia to better participating in
relevant cross-border paperless trade initiatives (Article 13 Pilot projects and sharing of lessons
learned).

Recommendation 12: Armenia should proactively participate in joint inspection and sharing
(recognition) of results electronically among relevant regulatory agencies and also with trading
partner countries. For sharing (recognition) of results with trading partner countries, ratifying the
Framework Agreement helps Armenia to initiate and operationalize joint inspection and sharing
(recognition) of results (Article 8 Cross-border mutual recognition of trade-related data and
documents in electronic form).

Recommendation 13: Armenia should introduce Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) programme
and conclude mutual recognition agreement with main trading partner countries to improve level of
trust on Armenia traders, which can help initiating cross-border paperless trade.

B. Recommendations emerging from the legal readiness assessment
In order to improve its domestic legal environment for paperless trade and its legal readiness to
participate in cross-border paperless trade, it is recommended that Armenia should proactively join
relevant
international
agreements
and
incorporate
relevant
international
legal
standards/regulations/guidelines to its legal frameworks. Armenia should also ratify the Framework
Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific as soon as possible.
The Framework Agreement can significantly help Armenia in narrowing legal gaps in (cross-border)
paperless trade and support its becoming a knowledge-based economy. Recommendations related to
key areas covered during the legal readiness assessment follow below.

Electronics transactions and signatures law
Recommendation 1: Armenia should modernize and simplify its statutes governing electronic
documents and signatures. Specifically, Armenia should:
(1) Consider increasing their technological neutrality, since more flexibility is needed for
signatures especially in non-official contexts and more clarity is needed on the implications
of secure signatures;
(2) Consider explicitly establishing requirements for functional equivalence between paperbased documents and electronic communications; or, in the alternative,
(3) Consider making laws fully recognize electronic communications as directly meeting
requirements for documents, writing, signature, etc.
In this process, it may pay attention to the work of UNCITRAL in this field, especially the United
Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts; the
principles of the Convention can be used in domestic law as well.
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Paperless trade and single window laws
Recommendation 2: Armenia should provide a legal basis for establishing and operating a Single
Window for cross-border trade and for creating a paperless trade environment. Such a legal basis
can be provided by revision of existing laws or by enacting new laws. The essence of this set of laws
is to authorize and frame the electronic exchange of information among all public-sector and privatesector participants in trade. See Recommendation 8 in this regard.
Recommendation 3: Armenia should expedite the adoption of laws on information security,
cybercrime and privacy, as well as laws/regulations establishing requirements of accuracy and
integrity of data submitted and processed for paperless trade. It may be that existing laws of general
application will serve these purposes, but that examination needs to be undertaken and any gaps
filled.

Cross-border aspects
Recommendation 4: Armenia should ratify to the Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Crossborder Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific as soon as possible. The Framework Agreement will
help Armenia in arranging mutual recognition of electronic messages and information transmitted
across borders, as the parties settles on the appropriate rules and standards for this purpose.

Recommendation 5: Armenia should accede to the United Nations Convention on the Use of
Electronic Communications in International Contracts. By acceding to the Convention, Armenia gets
a shortcut to internationally recognized and sound electronic transaction laws applicable to domestic
and international transactions. Being a party to this Convention will help Armenians make the deals
that paperless trade facilitation will then help execute. It also helps interpret other international
conventions to which Armenia is a party consistently with its principles. filled.

Recommendation 6: Armenia should study the many conventions to which it is a party and that allow
paperless documentation, to ensure that its agencies and traders are aware of the opportunities they
are given by these instruments. This process may yield more benefit than seeking out new
conventions to join, with the exception of those already mentioned in Recommendations 4 and 5.
These other conventions include:
1) WCO International Convention on World Customs Organization International Convention on
the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures (Revised Kyoto convention)
2) World Trade Organization Trade Facilitation Agreement
3) United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods

Recommendation 7: Armenia should continue to be willing to make bilateral or regional agreements
as well as those promoted by global bodies, as required. This can give it practice in supporting
paperless communications for trade elsewhere.

Recommendation 8: Armenia should proactively consider how to incorporate relevant international
legal standards, regulations and guidelines into its legal frameworks. In doing so, it should take the
opportunity to share the knowledge on the benefits of such standards throughout the public sector,
so agencies across government recognize opportunities to go electronic. (A special effort may be
useful for internal legal advisors so they give consistent informed advice on such questions.). Some
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international legal standards/regulations/guidelines that Armenia has not yet expressly incorporated,
but could be beneficial include:
1)
2)
3)
4)

UN/ECE CEFACT Recommendation 33 on the establishment of a Single Window.
UN/ECE CEFACT Recommendation 35 on the legal status of a Single Window.
UN/ECE CEFACT Recommendation 36 on interoperability of cross-border systems.
UNNExT guidelines on Paperless Trade and Single Window.

Other considerations
Recommendation 9: Armenia should clearly establish the criteria for liability of parties involved in
cross-border paperless trade and for the liability of intermediaries in relation to the information and
data passing through their systems. This may allow for some private contractual disclaimer of
liability, subject to statutory or regulatory limits. The principle that harm is repaired by the person
who caused it should be maintained, unless good reasons of public policy require an exception – in
which case, the fact of the exception should be made clear as well. However, it may be necessary
to study the kinds of responsibilities that can arise and the kinds of harm that can be done, and to
build safeguards, before a full liability regime can be instituted.

Recommendation 10: Armenia should clearly set out how choice of forum and choice of law issues
relevant for paperless trade facilitation are determined in its laws.

Recommendation 11: Armenia should consider establishing laws defining who owns the data in a
cross-border paperless trade system and how the data can be used.

Recommendation 12: Armenia should ensure that its laws allow electronic payments for all purposes
and among all participants in international trade transactions. These laws may include appropriate
security and authentication practices.
Recommendation 13: Armenia should build awareness and capacity on legal issues of (crossborder) paperless trade for its stakeholders, especially those who are involved in handling legal
aspects, including understanding the implications of joining international agreements. Armenia may
seek support from UN and other international development agencies, in a coordinated manner to
avoid duplication of advice, in planning and delivering capacity building activities.
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VI. Armenia action plan for cross-border paperless trade
This section features an initial national action plan, based on the “Individual Action Plan” template
developed by the Working Groups of the Interim Intergovernmental Steering Group on Cross-border
Paperless Trade Facilitation. The plan features Indicative actions that could be undertaken by Armenia
to implement the technical and legal recommendations presented in the previous section (V). The action
plan includes priority level, timeline, capacity-building needs and potential key agencies related to each
indicative action, based on discussions held during the national consultation workshop on facilitating
cross-border paperless trade held on 16 May 2019 in Yerevan, Armenia 58, as well as the knowledge
acquired by and the experience of the expert team. Indicative actions as well as other information
included in this initial action plan may be further elaborated upon – e.g., activities may be further broken
down into sub-activities and tasks; and type of capacity-building needs may be specified – and
incorporated into other relevant national development plans (e.g. national trade facilitation action plan,
e-commerce development strategy, or e-government plan).
Part 1: Technical Aspect
Priority level: High, Medium, Low
Institutional and governance bodies for electronic data exchange in paperless environment

1. Ratification of the Framework
Agreement

High

2020

Capacity
building
needs
No

1.1 Enhancement of Armenia’s
commitment on cross-border paperless
trade facilitation

High

2020

Yes

2. Strengthen the institutional
mechanism on coordinating
stakeholders
2.1 Streamlining the efforts of National
Single Window Steering Committee and
other government agencies

Med.

2020

Yes

High

2021

Yes

2.2 Inclusion of private stakeholders and
other entities

High

2020

No

2.3 Alignment of the activities with
overall direction of the Armenian
government on cross-border paperless
trade

Med.

2021

Yes

Indicative action

Priority
level

Timeline

Potential key agencies
National Assembly,
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of
Justice
National Assembly,
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of
Justice
State Revenue
Committee
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
OGAs, relevant
stakeholders
Ministry of Economy,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs

Automation

58

National Consultation on Facilitating Cross-border Paperless Trade: Armenia, event website is available from:
https://www.unescap.org/events/national-consultation-facilitating-cross-border-paperless-trade-armenia
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3. Enhancing the ability to participate on
paperless trade of the relevant
government agencies through ICT

High

Ongoing

Capacity
building
needs
No

4. Enhancement of Single Window
Environment

High

Ongoing

Yes

4.1 Creation of single channel for
businesses to meet all the regulatory
requirements

High

2021

Yes

Indicative action

Priority
level

Timeline

Potential Key agencies
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
Government, National
Single Window Steering
Committee, State
Revenue Committee
Ministry of Economy,
OGAs, private
stakeholders

ICT Infrastructure for Paperless Trade
Indicative action
5. Enhancement of the strategic plan
and guidelines on business continuity of
ICT system
5.1 Alignment of the planned Data
Center to the strategic plans and
guidelines

High

2020

Capacity
building
needs
No

High

2020

Yes

Priority
level

Timeline

Potential Key agencies
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
High-Tech Industry
Ministry of High-Tech
Industry

Business Process Re-engineering
Indicative action
6. Business Process Re-engineering on
the implementation and upgrading of
ICT system relevant to trade related
regulatory agencies

Priority
level
Med.

Timeline
2021

Capacity
building
needs
Yes

Potential Key agencies
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs

Data Harmonization

7. Data Harmonization for the
implementation and upgrading of the
ICT system

High

Ongoing

Capacity
building
needs
Yes

7.1 Review of international standards
relevant to data harmonization

Med.

Ongoing

No

Indicative action

Priority
level

Timeline

Potential Key agencies
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs

Awareness and Capacity Building
Indicative action

Priority
level

26

Timeline

Capacity
building
needs

Potential Key agencies
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8. Awareness and capacity building of
on cross border paperless trade

High

2021

Yes

8.1 To seek support from international
organizations

Hight

2020

Yes

National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs,
private stakeholders
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee

Other Issues
Indicative action
9. Securing budget for ICT strategic plan
and implementation
10. Assessment of the requirements to
implement capacity building for

Priority
level

Timeline

High

ASAP

High

2019

Capacity
building
needs
Yes

Potential Key agencies
Government and other
financial sources
National Single Window
Steering Committee

Facilitation of Cross-border Electronic Data Exchange
Indicative action

Priority
level

Timeline
2021

Capacity
building
needs
Yes

11. Improve the readiness and
competitiveness of Armenia by
implementing and upgrading the
automation system
12. Continuous participation on
regional/sub regional/bilateral initiatives
on cross border paperless trade

Med.

13. Participation on mutual recognition
activities, including inspection and
sharing of results
14. Introduction of AEO program

High

2020

Yes

Med.

Ongoing

No

15. Conclusion of MRA with trading
partners to improve level of trust, in
connection to the possible
implementation of AEO

Med.

2021

Yes

High

Yes
2021
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Potential Key agencies
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
National Single Window
Steering Committee,
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
State Revenue
Committee, OGAs
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Economy
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Economy
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Part 2: Legal Aspect
Priority level: High, Medium, Low
Electronics transactions and signatures law
Priority
level

Indicative action
1. Modernize and simplify the statutes
governing electronic documents and
signatures
1.1 Increasing the technological
neutrality of the relevant statutes
1.2 Establishment of requirements for
functional equivalence

Low

Timeline
2020

Capacity
building
needs
No

Med.

No

Med.

Yes
(mainly
UNCITRA
L)
Yes

Potential key agencies
Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Economy,
State Revenue
Committee, EKENG

CJSC, OGAs

1.3 As an alternative to 1.2, provide a
legal basis on recognizing electronic
communications as directly meeting
requirements for documents, writings,
signature, etc.
Paperless trade and Single Window laws
Indicative action
2. Legal basis for establishing and
operating a Single Window for cross
border trade and for creating paperless
trade environment
3. Expediting the laws on information
security, cybercrime and privacy

Priority
level

Timeline

Low

2022
(planned)

Med.

2020

Capacity
building
needs
No

No

Potential Key agencies
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Economy
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Justice

Cross-border aspects

4. Ratification of the Framework
Agreement on Facilitation of Cross
Broder paperless Trade in Asia and the
Pacific
5. Accession to the United Nations
Convention on the use of Electronic
Communications in International
Contracts

High

2020

Capacity
building
needs
No

High

2020

No

6. Review different conventions,
standards and agreements relevant to
paperless documentation

High

ongoing

Yes

Indicative action

Priority
level
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Timeline

Potential Key agencies
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of
Justice, National
Assembly
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of
Economic Development
and Investments,
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of
Economic Development
and Investments,
Ministry of Justice
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7. Continuous participations on bilateral
agreements and other trade agreements

Med.

ongoing

No

8. Adapting and harmonizing with
international legal standards, regulations
and guidelines

Med.

ongoing

Yes

State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Ministry
of Economic
Development and
Investments, Ministry of
Justice, OGAs
State Revenue
Committee, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Ministry
of Economic
Development and
Investments, Ministry of
Justice, OGAs

Other considerations

9. Establishment of criteria of liabilities
of parties involved in cross border
paperless trade and for the liability of
intermediaries

Med.

2021

Capacity
building
needs
Yes

10. Establishment of law covering the
ownership of cross border paperless
trade system and how the data can be
used
11. Ensuring legal basis allowing
electronic payments for all purposes

High

2021

No

High

2020

No

12. Awareness and capacity on building
on legal issues of cross border
paperless trade for its stakeholders and
other government agencies

Med.

ongoing

Yes

Indicative action

Priority
level

29

Timeline

Potential Key agencies
Government, Ministry of
Justice, Ministry of
Economy, State
Revenue Committee,
OGAs
Ministry of Justice, State
Revenue Committee

Ministry of Finance,
Central Bank of
Armenia, State Revenue
Committee
State Revenue
Committee, private
stakeholders, OGAs
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VII. Conclusion and way forward
Armenia has made significant progress in implementing trade facilitation and paperless trade. However,
much more remains to be done to further enhance trade efficiency in Armenia, in particular, by adopting
digitalization of trade procedures. In this report, findings from technical and legal assessment of the
readiness of Armenia for cross-border paperless trade were presented, along with recommendations
derived from these findings. An initial action plan was formulated based on the experts’
recommendations and inputs gathered during the national consultations, which provides a useful basis
for the preparation by Armenia of an Individual action plan under the Framework Agreement on
Facilitation of Cross-Border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific.59
The report highlighted that there were no technical or legal obstacles to Armenia ratifying the
Framework Agreement and that it should do so as soon as possible so it can start to more effectively
plan and implement its trade digitalization strategy. The readiness assessment together with the action
plan featured in this report can serve as a foundation to elaborate more detailed activities at national
and agency level in this area, with identifiable timeline and budget sources. Additional meetings and
consultations among stakeholders may be useful to further refine and specify actions and their
sequencing in order to achieve the long-term goal of cross-border paperless trade – and to identify
specific pilot projects and capacity building and technical assistance needs.
Pending its ratification of - and the entry into force of - the Framework Agreement, Armenia may also
continue to participate in the Interim Intergovernmental Steering Group on Cross-border Paperless
Trade Facilitation to gather and exchange information on good practices that can help Armenia further
enhance its readiness for cross-border paperless trade.

59

Under the Framework Agreement and the associated draft implementation roadmap, participating states would
have to develop such individual action plans as part of implementing the Agreement, i.e., after the Agreement
has entered into force and the Parties have agreed on a template as well as on a timeline for submission of the
plans.
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Annexes
Annex I. List of stakeholders interviewed
Organization

Name

Ara Amiryan LLC

Mr. Ara Amiryan

ARTFOOD Artashat
Cannery
BACON Meat
Processing Factory
Customs and
Intellectual Property
Protection of the
Legal Department
Chamber of
Commerce and
Industry of the
Republic of Armenia
Export Insurance
Agency
International
Relations
Department
IU Networks LLC
Pertch Amiryan LLC
State Revenue
Committee of the
Republic of Armenia

Job Position
Customs clearance specialist (licensed
broker)

Mr. Hayk Mkrtchyan

Export Specialist

Mr. Harutyun Krpeyan

Export Specialist

Ms. Gohar Sahakyan

Head of the division

Mr. Vladimir Amiryan

Head of the International Relations
Department

Mr. Vahan Gharibyan

Head of Customer Service Division

Mr. Armen Khachatryan

General Counsel, Member of the
Directorate

Mr. Vladimir Amiryan

Head of the International Relations
Department

Mr. Albert Mkrtchyan
Mr. Pertch Amiryan
Mr. Levon Nalbandyan
Mr. Karen Martirosyan

Import Specialist
Director, Licensed Broker
Chief Customs Officer, IT Department
Chief Customs Officer, IT Department
Head of the Division of Customs and
Intellectual Property Protection of the Legal
Department
Assistant of Deputy Chairman
Deputy Chief
Head of the Information Technologies and
Risk Management Department
Head of External Economic Activity
Implementation Service Division
Sampling and Laboratory Expertise
Management Division
Head of Legal Department

Ms. Gohar Sahakyan
Mr. Artur Vardanyan
Mr. Edgar Chagharyan
Ms. Elvira Mirzoyan
Ms. Ani Mheryan
Mr. Vahagn Margaryan

State Service for
Food Safety

Mr. Artak Ghazaryan

Head Specialist of the International
Cooperation Department
Head of Service of Electronic Management
System
Head of Border Control Points Coordination
Division

Ms. Lusine Ananyan
Ms. Roza Avagyan
Mr. Elmen Tsarukyan
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Annex II. List of participants at the national consultation workshop
Organization
Ara Amiryan LLC
Avenue consulting
group LLC
Export Insurance
Agency
Ministry of Economic
Development and
Investments
Ministry of culture
Ministry of nature
protection

Name
Ara Amiryan
Shushanik Tadevosyan
Margarita Melkonyan
Georgi Khachatryan
Armen Khachatryan
Vahan Gharibyan
Emma Movsisyan
Liana Ghazaryan
Artashes Arakelyan
Serob Antinyan
Anna Zatikyan
Marina Aydinyan
Nune Hovhannisyan

Perch Amiryan LLC

Perch Amiryan

State Service for
Food Safety of the
Ministry of
Agriculture

Elvira Mirzoyan
Ani Mheryan
Lusine Vardanyan
Hovhannes Margaryan

State revenue
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Annex III. Cross-border paperless trade: a technical readiness checklist: Armenia
Scope and structure of the checklist
The Checklist is to assess technical gaps in implementing cross-border paperless trade systems. The Checklist takes into considerations of national issues
such as implementation of electronic and paperless transactions at national level and Single Window system, pre-requisites for cross-border paperless trade
data exchange.
The Checklist is structured in two sections as below:

Section A - Paperless trade system at the national level
This section focuses on technical issues related to implementation of electronic trade systems in paperless environment at the national level. Technical
issues are grouped into the following categories.
1. Institutional and governance bodies
a. Strong political commitment
b. Coordination
c. Inter-agencies governance structure
2. Level of automation
a. Electronic systems
b. Single Window System
3. Information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure
a. Network service availability
b. Common/single network (E-Systems)
c. Single Window System
d. Strategic plan for ICT infrastructure issues
e. Disaster recovery
f. Business continuity plan
4. Security
a. IT security policy
b. Security measures (E-Systems)
c. Authentication mechanism
d. Communication protocol
5. Business process re-engineering
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a. BPR For paperless trade
b. Implementation of paperless trade transactions
6. Data harmonization and standardization
7. Capacity building
8. Other matters
a. Computer literacy
b. Budget constraints
Section B – National status towards cross-border data exchange
This section is aimed at assessing the status of a country or an organization to embark on cross-border paperless trade data exchange projects.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Electronic systems
Single Window System
Business process re-engineering
Data harmonization and standardization
International transit
Awareness program
Other matters
a. Authorized Economic Operator
b. Stakeholders and trade community
c. Government budget
d. Documents being considered for cross-border data exchange & prioritization
e. Further information
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CONSOLIDATED RESPONSE TO TECHNICAL READINESS CHECKLIST
Section A: Paperless Trade System at the National Level
No.
Questions
1.

Elaboration on status/issues/

Institutional and governance bodies for electronic data exchange in paperless environment:
One of the critical success factors for implementation of paperless trade system is strong commitment from the Head of Government without which
many projects of this magnitude tend to stall. When top management is committed to spearhead a project, issues of financial support and other
resources could be addressed more readily. Coordination among participating parties (among Government agencies, between government and
private sectors) is not an easy task but could be carried out more efficiently and effectively with the establishment of an institutional body equipped
with a strong governance structure. The institutional set-up will provide a venue for relevant officials to come together to discuss on functionalities and
other technical as well as legal matters. The governance structure which depicts the role and responsibilities of each unit/group as well as reporting
mechanism will expedite the implementation of the paperless trade systems.
1.1

Is there strong political commitment in your country to
implement paperless trade systems to expedite international
trade supply chain?

Yes. Committed to further implement paperless trade systems, especially by Ministry
of High-Tech Industry, Ministry of Economy and State Revenue Committee.

Is there an official government instruction or decree? Has a
Ministerial level official been appointed for this initiative?
1.2

Does the paperless trade initiative encompass all the
community partners and is it driven by the government at the
top level?
Which government agency is in charge?

1.3

Is there an inter-agencies governance structure established to
oversee paperless trade systems facilitated by the
government?
If yes, please provide a diagrammatic representation of the
structure and indicate the Lead Agency?

Yes. The Digitization Council is operational. The Chairman of the Council is the Deputy
Prime Minister.

Ministry of High-Tech Industry is in charge of all paperless and cross-border paperless
initiatives.
Yes. The Steering Committee on the NSW is operational. It was stated that it
comprises of Customs Service and OGAs/PIAs. There was no indication that private
sector stakeholders from the trading community are involved in this Steering
Committee.
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/

This structure may include the private sector stakeholders or
community players.
2.

Level of Automation
It is not feasible for an organization/agency to consider implementing paperless trade system without the capability of processing electronic
document/information/data, let alone cross-border data exchange subsequently.
2.1

(a)

Has your country implemented any of the following
systems?
i.

Electronic Customs (eCustoms)*

Yes. It is categorized under the NSW for foreign trade. They are implemented
Nationwide.

•

Does it have the capability to receive, process and
issue document electronically?

•

Is it integrated with Electronic Payment (ePayment)?

•

Does it have the capability to authenticate users
electronically?

•

Does it ensure data/document security?

Yes. However, details are not provided.

•

What is the percentage of trade covered under this
system?

100% of customs related declarations.

Yes.

Yes. Payments for duties are normally done by cash banked into the Customs and
the receipts are produced as proof of payment. Electronic funds transfer/e-Banking
and credit cards can also be used.

Yes. Accessibility is via login ID and password and authenticated using the national
identity card with smart chip.
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No.

Questions
•

Are community partners connected to it electronically?

ii.
•

Electronic Port (ePort)**
Does it have the capability to receive, process and
issue document electronically?
Is it integrated with Electronic Payment (ePayment)?

•
•
•
•
•

iii.

•

Elaboration on status/issues/
Yes. 6 OGAs/PIAs are connected to e-customs via the NSW. The remaining 12
OGAs/PIAs are expected to be connected by 2020 when the NSW completes its
upgrading.

No. There is no e- Port in Armenia.

Does it have the capability to authenticate users
electronically?
Does it ensure data/document security?
What is the percentage of trade covered under these
systems?
Are community partners connected to it
electronically?
Electronic License (eLicense), Electronic Permit
(ePermit), Electronic Certificate (eCertificate), etc.

Does it have the capability to receive, process and
issue document electronically?

The following e-application services are in operation:
o

Ministry of Health Certificate (Sanitary Certificate)

o

Ministry of High-Tech Industry (Radio Frequency Import Licenses &
Transport Control System)

Yes.
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No.

Questions
•

Is it integrated with Electronic Payment (ePayment)?

•

Does it have the capability to authenticate users
electronically?

•

Does it ensure data/document security?

•

What is the percentage of trade covered under these
systems?

Elaboration on status/issues/
Yes. Payments for are normally done via by cash banked into the Customs and the
receipts are produced as proof of payment. Electronic funds transfer/e-Banking and
credit cards can also be used.
Yes. Accessibility is via login ID and password and authenticated using the national
identify card with smart chip.

Yes
More than 75% of total trade.

There are: Transit declaration processing and Postal Items Clearance System
iv. Systems of cross-border trade other than above
specified:
•
Does it have the capability to receive, process and
issue document electronically?
•

Is it integrated with Electronic Payment (ePayment)?

•

Does it have the capability to authenticate users
electronically?

•

Does it ensure data/document security?

•

What is the percentage of trade covered under these
systems?

Yes.

Yes. Where relevant payments for are normally done via by cash banked into the
Customs and the receipts are produced as proof of payment. Electronic funds
transfer/e-Banking and credit cards can also be used.

Yes. Accessibility is via login ID and password and authenticated using the national
identity card with smart chip.
Yes.

Not defined.
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No.

Questions
(b)

What is your country’s targeted timeline to cover all trade
transactions through these systems towards paperless
environment?

Elaboration on status/issues/
By the end of year 2020 with the upgrade, all trade process is planned to be covered
via the NSW.

* And other services that facilitates Customs declarations in
an electronic format).
** Including air, sea, road rail and inland ports
2.2

Has a Single Window System been implemented in your
country to expedite cargo movement/clearance and to facilitate
international trade supply chain?

(ii)
(iii)

60

Also, the Risk Management System of the National Single Window of Foreign Trade
Portal is fully functional and works based on automated risk profiles in real time since
2017. The system fully supports customs control based on risk assessment, using
appropriate selectivity criteria. 60 There are also post-clearance control risk profiles,
implemented in the Risk Management System, which allow appropriate targeting for
post-clearance control.
In addition, development of a new post-clearance control system are now in process,
which will allow shift of customs control accent from the pre-clearance to the postclearance stage.

If yes,
(i)

Yes. Implementation of Single Application Form system now is in process.

how does it receive data electronically i.e what kind of
user interface and communication channel (internetbased network or dedicated/secured private network)
is used?
does it support paperless environment?

(i) Currently implemented nationwide. It uses a web browser (https://trade.gov.am) via
secured fibre optic virtual private network (VPN).

How many agencies are connected to the single
window? Please list them.

(iii) There are 4 agencies using NSW for application / declarations services: Customs
Service, State Revenue Committee (Customs related declarations); Ministry of Health
(Sanitary Certificate); Food Safety Inspection Body (Phytosanitary, Veterinary / Food

(ii) Yes. Supporting documents can digitally uploaded into the Single Window.

Respective information available on the State Revenue Committee website: http://www.petekamutner.am/Content.aspx?itn=csCIGoodsExamRatio
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/
Safety Certificates); Ministry of High-Tech Industry (Radio Frequency Import Licenses
& Transport Control System).
Plus there are 8 other OGA/PIA are connected, but for data sharing only.

(iv)

Who operates this system?

If no, does your country have a future plan and when is the
targeted timeline to implement electronic transactions towards
paperless environment?

3.

In addition, e-CO system is being developed by Armenia Chambers of Commerce and
Industry.
(iv) Customs Service, State Revenue Committee

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Infrastructure for Paperless Trade
A good information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure are one of the essential elements for an efficient paperless trade system. The
primary function of the network is to serve as a secure channel for information exchange between the participating parties. Unavailability of internet
service could be one of the obstacles in full implementation of a trade facilitation system when the business process is incomplete due to missing parties
in the network connectivity.
There are various options of network such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching - Internet Protocol Virtual Private Network (MPLS-IPVPN), HTTPS
(HyperText Transfer Protocol over Secure Socket Layer). Regardless of choice of options, the network should allow connectivity and interoperability
between heterogeneous platforms and support various protocols and exchange paradigms within a secure operating environment. It is not uncommon
that different stakeholders have different level of computerization and system on different platforms. To ease integration/interfacing/interoperability
between these systems, a single window system which connects them needs to support interface with heterogeneous systems.
Putting in place a strategic plan to address information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure issues and a disaster recovery centre should
be part of a business continuity plan. It is essential to ensure the effects of operating disruptions are properly mitigated.
3.1

Is Network service available at all border posts, including
ports/airports/cargo clearing house, in your country?

Yes. Network services are available via fibre optic Virtual Private Network (VPN).
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline
to connect the stakeholders of the logistic and supply chain
including controlling agencies?

3.2

Are the systems mentioned in 2.1 connected via a
common/single network?

Yes. It is connected via the National Single Window VPN

If yes, does it have the following features?
(i)

an integrated secure network;

(ii)

able to provide a high availability rate of minimum 99.9%
in terms of service level agreement for trade data
exchange in paperless environment;

(iii)

able to support various communication protocols;

(iv)

able to provide secure information exchanges that
ensure confidentiality and data integrity

Yes. Details not provided

(v)

designed to take into account future requirements such
as device and technology upgrades

Yes. Details not provided.

If any of the above is lacking (i ~ v), what is your country’s
future plan to upgrade it and what is the targeted timeline?

3.3

If a Single Window System is implemented, is it able to
integrate/interface/interoperate
with
other
existing
heterogeneous systems (i.e with systems on different
platform)?

Yes. HTTPS and SSL.
Yes. Details not provided

Future requirements are incorporated in the plan of the upgrade of NSW, by 2020.

Yes. NSW is made according to WCO data model and it is currently integrated with3
other OGA/PIA e-systems.
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No.

Questions
If it does support (is able to interoperate with) heterogeneous
systems, what is the method of integration/interfacing?

3.4

Does your country have a strategic plan to address information
and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure issues (for
paperless trade)?

Elaboration on status/issues/

XML

Yes. Details not provided.

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline
to establish the strategic plan?

3.5

Is there any policy for the establishment of a Disaster Recovery
(DR) at

Yes. For the NSW, the applications are located in the headquarters of the Customs,
with the disaster recovery site located in another region.

- agency level?
- national level?
Please state the Disaster Recovery (DR) implementation at
-

agency level (specify the %)
national level.

The Governments intend to expand data center, estimated to cost about USD10
million.

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline
to set up a Disaster Recovery (DR)?

3.6

Does your country have a business continuity plan for
paperless trade systems?

Yes. Business continuity plan is implemented at Customs HQ, all border crossing
points and airports.
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No.

Questions
If yes, is it regularly tested?

Elaboration on status/issues/
No details provided.

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline
to develop a business continuity plan?
4.

Security
The confidence of users to replace paper-based document with electronic information or data is to an extent dependent on how the IT system manages
the electronic data in a secured manner.
4.1

Is there any information technology (IT) security policy for your
country?

Yes. It was approved by the National Security Council at the President office on
January 26, 2007.

If yes, please specify.
4.2

What kind of security measures undertaken to protect
system(s) mentioned in 2.1 (if any of them is implemented)
from unauthorized access?

Yes. Implemented a single log-in system which will be identified by the ID and a person
will have the chance to log-in automatically to all the sub-systems including the single
window of Customs. Mobile ID system will be implemented as well. The information
will be obtained from the Police and the person will insert the ID he has already
obtained and there will not be a need to come and identify himself one more time.

4.3

What kind of authentication mechanism used to ensure
security of information transmitted electronically?

Yes. Electronic signatory using the national identity card with smart chip capabilities.

4.4

What kind of communication protocol is used for electronic
data exchange currently?

XML is being used.

4.5

What is your country’s future plan to enhance the security level
mentioned in 4.1 and 4.2 and what is the targeted timeline?

No. Plans not indicated at this point of time.
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No.
5.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/

Business Process Re-engineering
Failure to review and re-engineer a manual procedure/process in the development of an electronic system will often lead to inefficiency of the system.
It will further jeopardize integration/interfacing with other systems if business processes across the board are not streamlined to ensure seamless flow
of information. Implementation of an electronic system often begins with parallel processing of paper document, but the ultimate goal is to discontinue
the usage of paper document.
5.1

5.2

Have the stakeholders in your country conducted reengineering and streamlining of business processes to support
paperless trade/national single window
(i)

at agency level? (Please list them)

(ii)

at national level?

Has your country
transactions?

implemented

any

paperless

trade

Partially. Customs Service, State Revenue Committee; Ministry of Health; Food
Safety Inspection Body; and Ministry of High-Tech Industry.

Yes. The types of documents, certificates and licenses are conducted in paperless
manner. Full listing of these documents are provided in the Appendix.

If yes, what kind of transactions are implemented, and type of
electronic documents are exchanged?

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline
to do away with paper-based documents?

6.

Targeted to go full paperless trade environment by end of 2020.

Data Harmonization and Standardization
Data compatibility is one of the main issues that need to be addressed in various connectivity projects in and around the region. Thus, if data
harmonization and standardization can be carried out as early as possible, seamless data exchange will be achieved without compatibility issues
especially if it is based on international standards.
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No.
6.1

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/

Has data harmonization and standardization been conducted
on the data elements for paperless trade.

Partially. Customs Service, State Revenue Committee; Ministry of Health; Food
Safety Inspection Body; and Ministry of High-Tech Industry.

(i)
(ii)

at agency level?
at national level?

If yes, has a data model been adopted and is it based on
international standards/guidelines, such as United Nations
rules for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration,
Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT), United Nations
Code for Trade and Transport Locations (UN/LOCODE), Core
Component Technical Specification (CCTS), Core Component
Library (CCL), World Customs Organization Data Model (WCO
DM), etc.?

7.

Yes. Data model has been adopted, based on WCO Data Model version 3 and the
Single Administrative Document (SAD) model by the European Union (EU). The NSW
upgrade will incorporate WCO Data Model 3.7.

Capacity Building
Capacity building is an ongoing activity in most projects but is important particularly at the onset of a project to ensure stakeholders have a common
understanding on the project and their respective role and responsibilities to make it a success.
7.1

Has your country conducted any awareness program and/or
workshop to ensure the stakeholders (government agencies
and traders) having a common understanding on ‘paperless
trade’ and to have better insight in the requirements of
‘paperless trade’ as well as their respective role to help realize
cross-border paperless trade data exchange?

Partially. Awareness programs and workshops mainly concentrated on the utilization
of the NSW.

7.2

Do the stakeholders of cross-border trade in your country fully
understand the single window approach?

Partially, mainly for Customs Service.
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues/

7.3

Has your country conducted any awareness program or
workshop on single window?

Yes.

7.4

What is your country’s future plan and timeline to enhance
capacity building for cross-border paperless trade data
exchange?

Full implementation of Single Application Form system for cross-border trade and
Government Interoperability Platform is planned to be completed by end of year 2020.
Implementation of Service Centers for foreign trade processes is planned to be
completed by year 2022.
Information exchange with Georgia and Islamic Republic of Iran

8.

Others
8.1

8.2

(i)

What is the level of computer literacy in the trading
community in your country as a whole to support
electronic transactions? (>75%=High, 50%=Medium,
25%=Low)

(ii)

Are they ready to accept changes arising from reengineered business processes in implementing
paperless trade systems?

Does your country encounter budget
implementing paperless trade system?

constraint

in

Most of the trading community have some internal office automation and systems for
their regular business environment. Some, mainly larger organizations, have started
on Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems. As such, the overall computer literacy amongst the trading
community is deemed to be >75% (High).
Yes. The trading community stakeholders welcomes any efforts to implement
paperless trade systems. The private sector stakeholders commented that they are
sometimes having problems with being updating with changing customs procedures.
They hope that they are kept informed of the progress and be provided change
management training so they can execute effective planning in their business
processes.
Yes. No details provided.

If yes, what is your country’s future plan to overcome this
financial constraint and what is the targeted timeline?
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Section B: National Status Towards Cross-Border Data Exchange
No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues

Ideally, all stakeholders of cross-border trade should be on board the cross-border data exchange project to bring forth full benefits. In this respect, it is important
that their IT systems support cross-border data exchange. A single window system is meant to connect systems of the stakeholders via a single point of
connectivity providing more efficient integration/interfacing. Likewise, a National Single Window which acts as the national single point of connectivity will tend
to ease integration/interfacing for cross-border data exchange with dialog partners.
1.

What is the percentage of systems mentioned in Section A 2.1 (if any of
them is implemented) support cross-border data exchange?

Yes. All of the implementations mentioned support cross-border data
exchange.

2.

If a single window mentioned in Section A 2.2 is implemented, does it
support cross-border data exchange?

Yes. It supports cross-border data exchange. Currently undergoing crossborder data exchange with 4 countries of Eurasean Economic Union
(EAEU) on import, export and transit data. Planned to exchange 3 types of
certificate of origins (COs). They are cooperating with Islamic Republic of
Iran and Georgia and started implementation of online system of customs
information exchange. Planning to cooperate with China & Viet Nam.

If ‘Yes’, does it function as the National Single Window which acts as the
national single point of connectivity for any cross-border data exchange
with other dialog partners?

Yes. It is the national single point of connectivity for any cross-border data
exchange.

When business process re-engineering is done on domestic procedures/processes for paperless transaction at the national level, it has to take into consideration
requirements for cross-border data exchange whereby paper document will not be exchanged across border.
3.

If your country has implemented paperless transactions at the national
level as mentioned in Section A 5.2, has re-engineering and streamlining
of business processes been conducted to support cross-border data
exchange?

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline to develop
a regional business process for cross-border data exchange?
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues

If data harmonization and standardization is done based on international standards which are adopted by most organizations or countries in the region, it will
minimize changes in the national system process and database structure when implementing cross-border data exchange electronically.
4.

Has data harmonization and standardization been conducted based on
international standards/guidelines such as United Nations rules for
Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport
(UN/EDIFACT), United Nations Code for Trade and Transport Locations
(UN/LOCODE), United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and
Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Single Window Recommendation,
etc. to support cross-border paperless trade data exchange?

Yes. Data harmonization and standardization has been conducted is based
on the WCO guidelines. It is currently migrating from WCO Data Model 3
to 3.7. It has also implemented the SAD introduced by EU.

If not, what is your country’s future plan to minimize changes in your
system process and database structure for cross-border data exchange
electronically?

5.

International Transit

Among the issues faced by transit traders under the current international transit procedure in many countries in the region are:
(i)

Repetitive submission of a customs transit declaration at entry to every country of transit; and

(ii)

A security document needs to be registered at every country of transit.

To address the above issues, the following could be considered:
(a)
A single Customs Transit Declaration to be valid for the whole transit route: Data and information of the Customs Transit Declaration submitted and
approved at the country of departure to be shared across border with the countries of transit and country of destination.
(b)
A single guarantee to be valid for the whole transit route: Relevant data/information of the guarantee registered at the country of departure to be shared
across border with countries of transit and country of destination.
If single stop inspection is done by all controlling agencies at the exporting country and data of the inspection results is shared with the importing country, it will
definitely expedite cargo clearance.
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No.
5.1

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues

Is paperless Customs declaration implemented in your country for:
(i)

national transit procedures (inbound transit, outbound transit,
inland transit)?

(ii)

international transit?

Yes. International transit is limited as Armenia is the end point, mainly for
inbound and outbound transit to and from Georgia, and the borders with
Azerbaijan and Turkey are closed. Inbound and outbound transit are with
Georgia and Islamic Republic of Iran.

If yes, is the Customs regime in your country able to support
implementation of a single Customs Transit Declaration and single
guarantee valid for the international transit route taking into consideration
the following?

(i)

to agree on a guarantee registered at the country of departure,
covering the highest duty amount calculated based on duty rate of
each country in the transit route, to be valid and accepted
throughout the transit route; and

(ii)

to agree on a regional/sub-regional format and content of the single
guarantee;

If not, what is your country’s future plan and targeted timeline to address
this issue?

5.2

Has your country implemented a one stop inspection system by all
controlling agencies at the borders at the time of exit/export?
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Yes. For Armenian exports to European Union (EU) and United States of
America via Georgia and to United Arab Emirates via Islamic Republic of
Iran.

Yes. The process is already automated in the NSW. Mainly for Armenia’s
exports to EU and United Sates of America via Georgia.

No details provided.

No
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No.

6.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues

If yes, is the inspection results shared with the importing country?

N/A.

If not, is there any intention to implement a single stop inspection and what
is the timeline?

N/A.

Awareness Program
Awareness program is important for stakeholders to understand how cross-border data exchange could be carried out so as to reduce their anxiety and
that they will be prepared to address any issues that may arise.
If a country lacks the expertise to carry out business process analysis, data harmonization & simplification, system development, project management,
etc, it may look for technical assistance from external party.
6.1

Does your country have an awareness program (capacity building /
training / workshop etc) for stakeholders to have a better understanding
on:

(i)

how cross-border data exchange could be implemented;

(ii)

potential business transactions and documents for cross-border
data exchange;

(iii)

method of identifying inhibitors that need to be addressed

If not, what is your future plan and targeted timeline to conduct the
awareness program?
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Partially. All stakeholders of the NSW system are trained before
implementation and during the use of new subsystems. On portal of NSW
has user guides about how to fill documents and how to use subsystems.
However, it is for the use of NSW systems, but not on cross-border data
exchange comprehensively.
On official website of State Revenue Committee has guides, list of
documents and other information necessary for traders for cross-border
trade.
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No.
6.2

Questions
Does your country have the capacity to carry out:
•
•
•
•

7.

Elaboration on status/issues
Yes. Capacity is through Customs Services and the Armenian IT developer
of NSW.

Business process analysis?
Data harmonization and simplification?
System development?
Project management?

BP advance analysis and tasks for data harmonization and simplification
are carried by staff of State Revenue Committee (SRC), then more in-depth
BP analysis, data harmonization and simplification, system development
and all changes to existing systems are done by sub-contractor
(developer). However, this capacity needs to be transferred to other
agencies.

Other matters

Some countries which are ready for cross-border data exchange may not be willing to participate in a pilot project. One of the reasons is the lack of trust on
economic operators of their dialog partners. If your economic operators are able to comply with AEO (Authorized Economic Operator) scheme and mutually
recognized by your dialog partners, it will expedite cross-border data exchange.
7.1

Authorized Economic
Operator (AEO)
(i)

Is the Authorized Economic Operator scheme implemented in your
country?
If yes, how extensive is it implemented in terms of percentage of
economic operators registered for the scheme?

(ii)

No. Based on the WCO Compendium of Authorized Economic Operator
Programmes 2018, Armenia is in progress in developing the AEO Program.
This program is based on The Agreement of April 11, 2017 on “Customs
Code of the Eurasian Economic Union” and Law on Customs Regulation.

In general, what is the level of compliance of traders in your country
(high, medium or low)?

(iii)
Is your country ready to sign any Mutual Recognition Agreement
for Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) with dialog partners?
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Yes. Development in progress.
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues

In the preparatory stage, it is useful to assess the readiness of stakeholders in accepting changes arising from cross-border data exchange, and availability of
fund for any potential cross-border paperless trade project
7.2

Are the stakeholders and trade community ready to accept changes
arising from the re-engineered processes towards cross-border data
exchange?
• Regulatory agencies
• Agents/Customs brokers
• Traders
• Port Community
• Financial institutions
Others (Please specify)

7.3

Does your country’s government budget provision for transition to crossborder paperless trade data exchange?

If no, what is your targeted timeline?

Yes. The private sector stakeholders in the trading community welcome
any efforts to implement paperless trade systems. However, their concerns
are from the overseas partners which still requires paper-based
documents. They do hope that the cross-border data exchange initiative
will be able to remove the dependency of paper-based documents of the
overseas partner’s authorities as well.

No. Indication not provided.

No. Deadlines not indicated.

Sharing of information on countries’ preference on the prioritized documents for cross-border data exchange can help identify potential participants having same
or similar preferences to work together on pilot projects that meet their common preferences.
7.4

Is your country considering cross-border data exchange for any of the
following documents and related processes? (Y=Yes, N=No)
(Please select top 5 prioritized documents)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Sea Way Bill
(Advance) Manifest
Customs Transit Declaration
Transit Bond
Phyto-Sanitary Certificate

(iii) Yes. Being tested with 4 other countries.
(v) Yes. Being planned for testing.
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No.

Questions
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
(xx)
(xxi)
(xxii)
(xxiii)

7.5

Elaboration on status/issues

Sanitary Certificate
Fumigation Certificate
CITES Certificate
Certificate of Origin (Preferential)
Certification of Origin (non-preferential)
Pharmaceutical Certificate
National Standard and Quality Certificates
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and other
international standards and quality certificates
Certificate for medical devices
Certification of Electrical and Electronic Components,
Equipment and Product
Dangerous Goods List
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
Letter of Credit
Bill of Lading
Invoice
Packing List
Import Permit
Others (Please specify)

For each of the five (5) prioritized documents identified in 7.4, please
provide further information on the following:
(i)

The implementing agency/party:
Documents Implementing agency/party

(ii) How many % of the document and related processes is paperless?
Documents (%)
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(vi) Yes. Being planned for testing.
(viii) No. Planning to implement.
(x) No. Planning to implement.

1. Customs Transit Declaration
(i) Customs Service of SRC
(ii) Currently 100% paperless
2. Phytosanitary, Veterinary/ Food Safety Certificates
(i) Food Safety Inspection Body
(ii) Currently 100% paperless
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No.

Questions

Elaboration on status/issues
3. Sanitary Certificates
(i) Ministry of Health
(ii) Currently 100% paperless

4. CITES Certificate
(i) Ministry of environment
(ii) Currently entirely paper based. E-Application under development

5. Certificate of Origin
(i) Armenia Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(ii) Currently entirely paper based. E-Application under development
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Annex IV. Listing of National Single Windows services
State Revenue Committee Customs Authority
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Single Administrative Document (SAD) for import/export declarations
Customs value declaration
Transit declaration processing
Passenger customs declaration
Customs Credit order
Statistical form
Advance Cargo Information
Electronic Release of Goods
Financial Guarantee Management
Preliminary Decision on Classification
Postal Items Clearance System
Live Reporting System
Trade Documents Cloud
Centralized Accounting and Payment
Risk Management System
Reference Information Management System
Business Rules Modelling
Enrollment Management System
IRU Data Exchange (International Road Transport Union)
Centralized Weighing System

Ministry of Health
o

Ministry of Health Certificate (Sanitary Certificate)

Food Safety Inspection
o

Food Safety Inspection (Phytosanitary Certificate)
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Ministry of High-Tech Industry
o
o

Radio Frequency Import Licenses
Transport Control System
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Annex V. Cross-border paperless trade: a legal readiness checklist: Armenia
Scope and structure of the checklist
This checklist will help evaluate the degree to which current laws accommodate electronic documents and communications, notably whose with cross-border
elements, and what could be done to bring the laws into conformity with the Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-Border Paperless Trade in Asia
and the Pacific, which aims to help member states to accommodate these changes for the purpose of cross-border trade without paper.
The Checklist is structured in four sections as below:

Section A. Electronics transactions and signatures law
1. Electronic transactions
a. Electronic communications
b. Identity management and trust services
2. Data retention and electronic archiving
3. Electronic evidence
Section B. Paperless trade and Single Window laws
1. Single Window system/paperless trade system
2. Information security:
a. Information security and data confidentiality
b. Data accuracy and integrity
c. Sharing information and data between and among government agencies
3. Service level agreements (SLA) and memoranda of understanding (MOUs)
Section C. Cross-border aspects
1. Existing bilateral or regional agreements
2. International standards/guidelines
3. Existing bilateral or multilateral technical /operational agreements
4. Other international legal instruments, regulations and standards
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Section D. Other considerations
1. Liability issues
2. Dispute settlement considerations
3. Intellectual property rights and database ownership
4. Electronic payments
5. Competition law

CONSOLIDATED RESPONSES TO LEGAL READINESS CHECKLIST

A. Electronics transactions and signatures law
This first section of the checklist deals with basic laws supporting electronic transactions and electronic signatures. The Framework Agreement addresses these
concerns, directly or indirectly, in articles 5, 6 and 7. In particular, the first three principles included in Article 5 (General principles) represent the international
consensus on e-transactions law.61 Key electronic transactions legal issues in this section include legal recognition of electronic communications and legal
issues related to identity management and trust services, including electronic signatures. Other important related issues covered are the regulatory/legal
requirements for data retention and electronic archiving; and the admissibility of electronic evidence, for example, in judicial and enforcement proceedings.

Legal matters

Focus Questions

Response

Related provisions of the Framework Agreement:
○ Article 5: General principles;
○ Article 6: National policy framework, enabling domestic legal environment and paperless trade committee;
○ Article 7: Facilitation of cross-border paperless trade and development of single-window systems: More specific questions on the Single Window appear
below in part II.
The first block of questions aims to explore the laws generally, with special attention to those that affect single window and/or cross-border trade
documentation practices.

61

The Framework Agreement sets out the internationally recognized criteria for such laws, such as media neutrality (the laws apply in the same way, or with the same effect, to
paper and electronic documents), technology neutrality (the laws do not specify what technology to use to achieve the legal effect), and functional equivalence (electronic
documents have the same practical or legal effect as their paper equivalents even if they have different characteristics).
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1. Electronic transactions
legal issues, including:
a. Legal recognition of
electronic
communications;

○

What are the conditions for the
recognition of the legal validity of
electronic communications?

For legal validity of electronic communications in trade, there are two main legal governing
documents: the Law on Electronic Documents and Electronic Digital Signature62 and the
Law on Custom Regulation. In general, electronic communication are valid if the documents
are digitally signed.
The Tax Code also contemplates submission of electronic records with an electronic digital
signature – article 289ff (the regulation-making authority is found early on.)
The legal validity of electronic communications depends mainly on who the parties to the
electronic communication are. In case of the e-communications of private sector
representatives, everything is negotiable and electronic communications could be legally
valid if there is mutual agreement.
In case of communications with state bodies, it depends on the requirements of the body in
question. Government does not need special legal authority to communicate electronically,
at least beyond the scope of the Electronic Documents and Electronic Signatures Law
mentioned above. Article 11 of that Law gives this general permission. The Central Bank
and Treasury are also given wide powers under that article to decide how they want to use
such documents and signatures. In some cases, the type of document being
communicated, for example, customs clearances, may need to be prescribed by regulation
by the State Revenue Committee as to their electronic form. The Law on Customs
Regulation (2014) contains numerous provisions on electronic documents, most of them
authorizing the use of electronic or paper documents, sometimes at the choice of the
Customs Authority, though often at the option of the private correspondents. Usually both
sides have the option whether to use electronic or paper communications.

○

Do laws establish requirements
for functional equivalence
between paper-based
documents and electronic
communications? Do they
recognize electronic

No. Armenia’s laws do not seek functional equivalents in the UNCITRAL sense. Nor do they
expressly recognize e-communications as being writing, or signatures.
The Law on Electronic Documents and Electronic Digital Signature provides the basis for
the functioning of electronic communications. Also, a new article was added in 2014 about
the use of e-signatures by state bodies and local self-government authorities in offering their

Armenia’s law is based on codes, notably the Civil Code, which says that contracts must be in writing and signed. The law was changed to make room for electronic
transactions by the passage in 2004 of the Law on Electronic Documents and Electronic Digital Signature
62
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communications as directly
meeting requirements for
documents, writing, signature,
etc.?

b. Legal issues related to
identity management and
trust services, including
electronic signatures

○

Are there laws that inhibit
technological neutrality by
mandating or favouring the use
of specific technologies or
business solutions for ecommunications to be given
legal effect?

○

Do laws address how
identification, authorization and
authentication are carried out in
an electronic environment?

services. A decree was issued in 2017 to give effect to that amendment and to spell out the
requirements for electronic data systems to be used in dealing electronically with these
bodies.

Yes. An electronic digital signature needs to be created using a national ID card and card
reader, or signature creation data must be issued by a specific state agency. The signature
has to be linked in a given way to the electronic document with which it is associated.

Yes, at a high level. The main requirement, based on the Civil Code and Law on Electronic
Documents and Electronic Digital Signature, is that any document in an electronic
environment needs to be signed by an e-signature or digital signature to be valid. To have
an e-signature, a person should have an ID card and should activate his or her electronic
signature through a special system. 63
In case of an e-signature, any person and any business entity may activate an e-signature
and use it regardless of the sector of activities. The question is knowing which bodies or
institutions accept e-signatures, as many still require original paper documents signed by
hand and even treat a document with an e-signature as a copy and require an original
paper of that copy when the original of that document may be only in electronic form.

○

63

For all the questions above, are
those laws applicable to all

Yes, for private sector uses. No, for public sector users.

https://www.ekeng.am/en/esignature/
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electronic communications or
transactions or only to some
business sectors or categories of
documents or users?

There are no conflicts as such among the laws in this area, but there are gaps where there
is no subsidiary regulation so far, such as in case of the customs service. There is a unified
portal - the National Single Window for Foreign Trade - but it does not work for importers in
a level that it should (i.e. the customs process is not fully electronic). 64
The issue is that, in general, any state body starts to accept e-signatures only when they
have an internal decision and regulation, i.e. a sub-law on acceptance of electronic
documents or procedure for electronic communication.
Nowadays, there are state bodies that accept electronic communication as they already
have their special systems which are connected to their official web pages.

○

In particular, are there special
rules for specific types of
electronic documents such as
bills of lading, manifests,
certificates of origin, invoices,
phytosanitary certificates, etc.?

Yes, where special statutory regimes may apply.
For each sphere there are certain requirements. For example: Tax Service: one needs to
have an e-signature - https://file-online.taxservice.am/pages/loginPage.jsf; Cadaster: one
needs to be a person who has a right to submit the particular application. Nothing else is
needed but to register an account on the web page. By uploading necessary documents
one submits one’s request. https://www.e-cadastre.am/en/customer/login
The State register agency of legal entities: works the same way as the Cadaster
https://www.e-register.am/en/search – one opens an account on the web page and submits
any type of application.
There are also several state bodies where one submits paper applications but may follow
the application electronically and be aware when the response is ready.
There is also a unified portal for submitting applications to all ministries and several state
agencies.65

64
65

https://trade.gov.am/trade/home/index
Available from: https://www.e-request.am/en/e-letter This site says how to get an electronic signature – with ID card – or give a link and phone number for foreigners.
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The second block of questions explores laws relating to data retention and archiving, actions that take a different form in the electronic world from on
paper.
2. Regulatory/legal
○ Are there laws requiring
Yes. The Electronic Document and Electronic Signature Law provides in article 7 for the
requirements for data
preservation of stored
accurate retention of electronic records, and for their restoration to their original formatting if
retention and electronic
information?
required (since some electronic media do not reliably reproduce the formatting of paper.).
archiving
It says: “An electronic document is considered to be duly stored, if it has not undergone any
changes since it was submitted for storage, or it has changed due to its storage
requirement, and it is possible to restore the electronic document in the form it has prior to
storage. The electronic document verified by electronic signature is considered duly stored,
if its signature-verification data have also been kept.”
○

Do they prescribe a minimum
data retention period or a
maximum retention period?

The Law on Archives regulates the storage of data and the period of its protection,
depending on the state bodies involved. The minimum data retention periods are different
depending on the type of the data. The law set forth that the archives can be in different
forms including electronic. The National Archives of Armenia store all the data as prescribed
by its internal regulations.

○

Do they clearly apply to
electronically-stored data? If so,
For private organizations and for certain fields (as in banking) there are other specific
are there rules to ensure its
regulations and laws.
integrity while stored and its
accessibility to anyone with
sufficient cause to inspect it?
The final block of questions in this first set looks to the law of evidence, i.e. whether businesses or even government will have a hard time proving their
cases in a court or before a regulatory body because the records involved are in electronic form.
3. The admissibility of
○ Is electronic evidence admissible Yes. Electronic evidence is accepted in judicial and enforcement proceedings.
electronic evidence, for
in judicial and
example, in judicial and
administrative/regulatory
enforcement proceedings
proceedings?
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○

○

○

If so, are there special rules for
collecting or producing electronic
evidence, or for ordering the
disclosure of electronic
evidence?
Is a distinction made between
evidence for criminal
proceedings and for civil
proceedings?

Is electronic evidence
generated, stored or collected
abroad admissible in judicial and
administrative/regulatory
proceedings? Are the rules
about such ‘foreign’ evidence
different from those applicable to
other kinds of ‘foreign’ evidence?

Disclosure of evidence, regardless whether it is electronic or in some other form, is also
regulated by relevant laws (Civil Procedure Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Administrative
Procedure Code, etc.) which govern who may have access to the information in evidence
and how it may be used.
In case of the courts, there are legal grounds (laws) based on which people may submit
documents electronically, through a special system, but the court technology is not yet in
place.

There are no specific regulations on domestic or foreign evidence. Evidence is evaluated by
its content but at the same time the source of the evidence should be clear. But in terms of
“usage”, any foreign evidence could be used in the same way as evidence from domestic
sources.

B. Paperless trade and Single Window laws
This section deals with the laws relating to implementing and developing a paperless trade system (including but not limited to a Single Window system). These
matters relate in particular to Article 6 and 7 of the Framework Agreement. Article 6, due to its wide scope, can cover many legal aspects relating to creating an
enabling national policy framework for paperless trade. Article 7 specifically encourages parties to implement and develop a cross-border paperless trade
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system, in particular a Single Window. 66 Accordingly, this section of the checklist first covers basic legal issues related to implementation of a Single Window
and/or other paperless trade system(s). Given the importance of information security and data confidentiality to enhance users’ trust and confidence to adopt a
paperless trade system, it then explores legal issues related to information security, including (1) Laws and regulations on information security and data
confidentiality; (2) Laws and regulations on data accuracy and integrity; and (3) Laws and regulation on accessing and sharing information. It also includes
questions on service-level agreements and memoranda of understanding (MOUs) for paperless trade.

Legal matters
Focus Questions
Response
Related provisions of the Framework Agreement:
○ Article 6: National policy framework, enabling domestic legal environment and paperless trade committee:
○ Article 7: Facilitation of cross-border paperless trade and development of single-window systems.
The first block of questions aims to assess a country’s readiness to implement a paperless trade system/Single Window system.
1. Laws relating to the
establishment of a Single
Window system/paperless
trade system

○

What legal instruments are used
or need to be enacted to authorize
or to establish the Single Window
and a paperless trading
environment?

There are few legal instruments that expressly authorize or establish the Single Window
and a paperless trading environment.
There is a need to adopt legal regulations and change the current system. The end point
of how it should be is clear, but the procedure needs to be developed and improved in
parallel with improvement in the electronic programs and systems. 67
In other fields, Armenia has a government portal for various government services such
as Road Police, Passport and Visa Office and others. So there is experience in
establishing e-communications, as in the case of Committee of Real Estate
Cadaster and the State Registry agency of legal entities.

○

Is there a national or coordinating
agency to promote the domestic
paperless trading environment
(e.g. a Single Window
committee)? If so, does it have

No. There was a ‘digital Armenia’ task force, not just for the single window, but it was
closed down in the summer of 2018.

66

No specific provision in the Framework Agreement deal with the legal requirements on information security and data confidentiality.
See: https://trade.gov.am/trade/services/agencies - links to trade-related services. One can see the list here, but one needs to log in to see the specific agency sites, either
as registrant or with national identity card (in a chip reader).
67
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government and private
representatives on it?
○

Is there a dedicated budget to
establish the Single Window (or
paperless trading platform)?

The government budgets do not provide enough detail to find information concerning
establishment of the Single Window or paperless trading platform. However, in recent
years the government implemented actions for digitalization of its services. One thinks in
particular of the National Single Window for Foreign Trade, set up in 2017. 68

The second block of questions aims to explore laws relating to information security and data confidentiality, with special attention to those that affect
single window and/or cross-border trade documentation practices.

68

A press release on this is here: http://finport.am/full_news.php?id=31809&lang=3
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2. Legal aspects relating to
information security:
a. Laws and regulations on
information security and data
confidentiality;

○

Do the national laws mandate
information security standards?

Not specifically. But general laws against fraud or misrepresentation will affect
measures taken to protect data from interference. Armenia does have laws against
fraud, notably the Criminal Code. Its provisions apply to all media. See also article 252
of the Criminal Code on offences against information security.

○

Do the national laws protect the
confidentiality of electronic
transactions/information?

Not specifically.

○

Are there laws about cybercrimes, i.e. crimes using a
computer (or other information
and communication technology) or
targeting a computer or a network,
such as unauthorized access to
computers, introducing malware,
interfering with proper operations,
etc.?

Armenia signed (23/11/2001) and ratified (12/10/2006) the Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime. The main national document on cyber-crimes is the Criminal Code, which
has a separate chapter (24) dedicated to cyber-crimes.
At the same time the Police operate a specialized Department of Struggle Against
Organized Crime which deals with cyber-crimes in Armenia. Articles of the Criminal
Code of Armenia relating to cyber-crimes are the following:
Article 251. Access (penetration) into computer information system without permission
Article 252. Crimes against computer information security
Article 253. Computer sabotage
Article 254. Illegal appropriation of computer data
Article 255. Manufacture or sale of special devices for illegal penetration into a computer
system or network
Article 256. Manufacture, use and dissemination of hazardous software
Article 257. Breach of rules for operation of a computer system or network
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b. Laws and regulations
relating to data accuracy and
integrity when such data is
shared for cross-border
paperless trade systems

c. Laws and regulations for
accessing and sharing
information and data
between and among
government agencies;

○

Are there national
laws/regulations establishing
requirements of accuracy and
integrity of data submitted and
processed for paperless trade?
Are these laws of general
application or specifically directed
at paperless trade?

Again, general purpose anti-fraud laws and the computer crimes provisions of the
Criminal Code should protect the accuracy and integrity of data used for commercial
purposes. There seems to be nothing directed at paperless trade in particular.

○

Do these laws impose obligations
on persons submitting such
information and require processes
to ensure correct attribution? Do
they apply equally to paper and
electronic communications? Are
they consistent with the
authentication and identity
management rules mentioned
earlier?

Likewise, the rules on authentication of electronic messages (via the electronic signature
law) will promote correct attribution. Here again, anti-fraud rules will apply.

○

Are there agreements or policies
for the sharing of data between
government agencies within the
country? Are there limits on such
sharing based on personal privacy
or commercial confidentiality?

Yes, there are limits. The Civil Code and certain filed regulating laws mentioned above
set out limits for sharing personal data and commercial information. Armenia’s personal
data protection system is strongly regulated and is well run.
The Law on Personal Data Protection, adopted on 18.05.2015, fully regulates privacy of
personal data regardless of whether it is on paper or in electronic form. Under this Law,
the data subject should be asked to consent before the disclose or use of his or her
personal information, but at the same time Armenian legislation allows courts and
investigative bodies to ask for and get any information on anyone who is related to the
case and whose data are necessary for judicial purposes.
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The Law on Personal Data Protection is the main law, but there are also several different
laws regulating specific fields that set forth special provisions for their scope of activities,
such as the Law on Bank Secrecy, Law on the State Registration of Rights in
Real Property" (Article 11 states who has a right to the information on someone’s
property), and others.
As a member of the Council of Europe, Armenia ratified (in 2012) the European
Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of
Personal Data. The Law on Personal Data Protection was adopted to help implement
that Convention. The Law on Personal Data Protection is “used” by and enforceable
against all state bodies and private institutions.
The third block of questions aims to explore legal mechanisms to regulate the relationship between paperless trade service providers and service
users to facilitate electronic trade-related transactions.
3. Service level agreements
○ Are there service level
Nothing has been found on this topic.
(SLA) and Memoranda of
agreements or memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs) on
understanding governing
paperless trade operations,
paperless trade operations? Who
e.g. operation of a Single
are the parties and what is their
Window. (Service levels may
legal authority for making these
be applicable for matters like
agreements or MOUs?
availability, reaction time,
○ If yes, what level of service is
processing time, etc.)
expected from paperless trade
service providers?
○ What level of service is expected
from Single Window operators?
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C. Cross-border aspects
This section deals with the cross-border aspect of paperless trade, which is the ultimate focus of the Framework Agreement. The questions are inspired by
articles 8, 9 and 10 of the Framework Agreement, which focus on: cross-border mutual recognition of trade-related data and documents in electronic form;
international standards for exchange of trade-related data and documents in electronic form; and relation to other legal instruments enabling cross-border
paperless trade, respectively.
A key issue in achieving seamless cross-border paperless trade is the legal recognition of trade-related data and documents in one country by another.
Recognition involves attributing legal status of some kind to electronic messages exchanged across borders. Different legal mechanisms may achieve that goal.
Some of those legal mechanisms will apply to certain types of transactions (for instance, business to business (B2B) or business to government (B2G)), while
other legal mechanisms will apply only to specific types of documents or data sets, or to specific types of trust services (e.g. electronic signatures). Some legal
mechanisms will establish legal recognition regardless of the method or technology used, while others are technology-specific. With respect to legal form, some
mechanisms are treaty-based and therefore may be directly legally binding. Other mechanisms favour harmonization of legal systems through the adoption of
uniform laws. Yet other mechanisms are based on Memoranda of Understanding and similar technical arrangements.
Article 8 of the Framework Agreement promotes mutual legal recognition of trade related data and documents in electronic form. It refers to the notion of
“substantially equivalent level of reliability” to indicate that mutual legal recognition should be based on the general principle of technology neutrality. However,
it does not establish any specific legal recognition mechanisms but is open to various options. Accordingly, many of the questions in this section aim in particular
at identifying which laws and technical arrangements may have an impact on achieving such mutual legal recognition. Questions also extend to the broader
focus of Articles 9 and 10: laws and other relevant agreements that prohibit, restrict or facilitate cross-border data flows for paperless trade, and any related
activity. A non-exhaustive list of possibly relevant international instruments is also provided at the end of the section for ease of reference.
Legal matters
Focus Questions
Related provisions of the Framework Agreement:
○ Article 8: Cross-border mutual recognition of trade-related data and documents in electronic form
○ Article 9: International standards for exchange of trade-related data and documents in electronic form
○ Article 10: Relation to other legal instruments enabling cross-border paperless trade
1. Existing bilateral or
regional agreements for
cross-border paperless
trade data exchange,
including e-commerce and
paperless trade facilitation

○

Is the country party to an international agreement,
such as a regional trade agreement or a bilateral trade
facilitation agreement, that requires or favours the
legal recognition of electronic messages exchanged
across border?

69

Response

Armenia is a member state of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU). All
documents which are referred in the Customs Code as commercial
documents have the same requirements and use for cross-border trade in
the EAEU. Those requirements are increasingly open to the use of
electronic documents.
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provisions in regional
trade agreements

The EAEU Code was updated in 2018. The Armenian Law on Customs
Regulation of 2014 conformed to the EAEU Treaty. Some of the relevant
provisions of the EAEU Code follow:
Article 8(3): “The structure and format of customs documents presented in
the form of electronic documents shall be determined in accordance with
the legislation of the Member States, except in the cases where the
structure and format of the customs documents presented in the form of
electronic documents is defined by the Commission.”
Article 11(4): “Preliminary information may be presented in the form of an
electronic document.”
Article 24(1): “An advance ruling on the classification of the goods shall be
taken by the customs authority based on an application from a person …
submitted in the form of an electronic document or a hard copy
document.”
Article 104(3): “Customs declaring is carried out in electronic form. Subarticle (4) sets out conditions under which paper documents may be
used.”
○

Is the country party to an international agreement
providing legal recognition of electronic messages
exchanged across the border?

Also, it is worth mentioning that importing goods from the member
countries of the Eurasian Economic Union is easier than in case of
importing from other so-called third countries (for which it may be
necessary to present more certificates or documents which are not
required in case of EAEU countries).
Armenia is also a party to a free trade agreement among most of the
members of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). This
agreement, less extensive than the EAEU arrangements, does not
expressly deal with electronic communications among the parties or
traders trading into or out of the member states.
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○

Are there arrangements that provide for mutual
recognition of electronic messages and transmitted
information? If yes, is mutual recognition granted on a
bilateral or multilateral basis?

Armenia is a party to numerous conventions that affect trade. Most of
them are media neutral as to the information they require, but some
specifically authorize the use of paperless documents and forms. Few if
any of them, however, refer specifically to the acceptance or use of
paperless documents at the border.
Armenia’s law on electronic documents and electronic signatures says
expressly that if standards in an international treaty to which Armenia is a
party contradict the rules set out in the statute, the treaty’s provisions
prevail.69 This is the extension of a constitutional principle: the Armenian
Constitution Article 5 (3) states:
In case of conflict between the norms of international treaties
ratified by the Republic of Armenia and those of laws, the norms
of international treaties shall apply.70
Except as provided below, however, there are no international rules
expressly dealing with mutual recognition of e-documents or e-signatures.

○

Does the country recognize foreign electronic
signatures and certificates? If so, on what basis?

The EAEU has a (proposed) system of cross-recognition of certificates
used in public key infrastructures of its member states (Transboundary
Trust Space). Since the Treaty was made in 2014, considerable effort has
been devoted to putting into practice a cross-certification programme by
which central trust authorities in each country certify the reliability of the
system of electronic digital signatures used in its country.
In 2016, a schedule was adopted for bringing the trust framework into
effect.71
An update was published in July 2018:72
Among the most sensitive obstacles, in particular, there are the
issues of mutual recognition of the electronic digital signature for

Law on Electronic Documents and Electronic Signatures, article 10: “If international agreements of the Republic of Armenia stipulate other norms than the norms envisaged
by this Law the norms of international agreements of the Republic of Armenia shall prevail.”
70 See online: https://www.president.am/en/constitution-2015/
71 A news item describing this decision is online: http://www.eurasiancommission.org/en/nae/news/Pages/28-09-2016-1.aspx
72 Online: http://www.eurasiancommission.org/en/nae/news/Pages/11-07-2018-1.aspx
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the unhindered access of potential suppliers to participation in
procurement in electronic format. The parties agreed that it was
necessary to implement the process of mutual recognition of
electronic digital signatures between those countries of the Union
which are already prepared for this. This is necessary in order to
ensure the operation of the trans-Eurasian procurement market in
electronic format. The participants of the meeting agreed to
approve before September 1 this year an action plan for the
recognition of electronic digital signatures between the countries
of the Union, which in turn will be an intermediate step in the
implementation of the general plan for their mutual recognition.
As a result, Armenia could ensure that such signatures – and the
documents they are used with and tied to - from another state in the
EAEU were as reliable as the similar signature would be if created in
Armenia. Thus they can be recognized and given legal effect, on the
agreed schedule..

○

Are national laws relevant to paperless trade
facilitation based on international models? (e.g. United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL), Council of Europe, Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
etc.) (Note also the questions below about
international standards and agreements that may
apply to some or all of your communications.)

72

Yes, see the above comment about numerous international conventions
to which Armenia is a party, many authorizing paperless exchanges.
Armenia is a party to the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement.
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2. International
standards/guidelines

3. Existing bilateral or
multilateral technical
/operational agreements

○

Do participants in cross-border trade use or rely on
standards/regulations/guidelines for the exchange of
electronic messages? United Nations Centre for Trade
Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT)
Recommendations
35 and 36 on legal issues raised by cross-border
interoperability are examples of such guidelines.73

○

Have international legal
standards/regulations/guidelines been incorporated
into a country’s legal framework for its cross-border
paperless trade? If so, how? Does the incorporation of
such rules at the domestic level also affect crossborder activity?

○

Are there technical or operational agreements which
provide for the unilateral or mutual recognition of
electronic messages? Examples are the (Sanitary and
Phytosanitary) SPS exchange agreement between
China and Netherlands and Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) Electronic-Association of
Southeast Asian Nations Trade in Goods Agreement
(e-ATIGA) programme.

73

Certain convention-based standards for documents apply e.g. CMR, and
transport invoices. Armenia is working towards ATA Carnet, among other
conventions that make room for electronic exchanges when parties are
ready.

Armenia came close to conforming with EU rules on food safety before
joining EAEU instead. (see the next box)
For the incorporation at the domestic level, logically it should also affect
cross-border activity, but in practice it may be necessary to have an
international agreement to give effect to the domestic standards in crossborder trade.
Armenia came close to conforming with EU rules on food safety including
their certification before joining EAEU instead. In addition, Armenia signed
and ratified the EU-Armenia Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership
Agreement (CEPA) in 2018.74 The EU is still in the process of ratifying it. It
provides among other things for the encouragement of electronic
commerce (Section F). Applications for licences may be done
electronically.75 It includes an obligation for “dialogue” on cross-border
recognition of signature certifications and the liability of intermediary
services engaged in transmitting or storing information.76

https://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/un-centre-for-trade-facilitation-and-e-business-uncefact/outputs/cefactrecommendationsrec-index/trade-facilitationrecommendations.html
74 https://cdn3-eeas.fpfis.tech.ec.europa.eu/cdn/farfuture/S17QI437S_ttyiGoqFm6o6ecE564mEUsiCPcYbga97s/mtime:1514986780/sites/eeas/files/euarmenia_comprehensive_and_enhanced_partnership_agreement_cepa.pdf
75 Armenia-EU Agreement, article 160(4).
76 Same, article 194(1).
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4. Other international legal
instruments, regulations
and standards relevant to
enable cross-border
paperless trade data

○

Which other laws may be relevant to cross-border
paperless trade facilitation? E.g., bilateral or
multilateral agreements on cybercrime and taking of
electronic evidence abroad.

See list of conventions in the form below.

Non-exhaustive list of legislative texts relevant for cross-border recognition of electronic messages*
Treaty / Model Law

Implementation Status

Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific (2016)

Signed, not ratified

United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts (2005)

No

United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law on Electronic Commerce (1996)

No

UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures (2001)

No

UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records (2017)

No

World Customs Organization International Convention on the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures
(Revised Kyoto Convention, 2006)

Yes

Yes
World Trade Organization Trade Facilitation Agreement (2013)
United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods (1980)

Yes

74
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ASEAN Single Window Agreement and Legal Protocol

No

United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) Recommendation and Guidelines on
establishing a Single Window (Recommendation 33)

The government will be referring
to these guidelines

UN/CEFACT Recommendation on Establishing a Legal Framework for International Trade Single Window (Recommendation
35)

The government will be referring
to these guidelines

International Maritime Organization Amendments to the Annex to the Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime
Traffic, 1965, As Amended (2005)

No – Armenia is landlocked.

International Maritime Organization Guidelines for the Use of Electronic Certificates (2016)

No – Armenia is landlocked.

*Note: User may add or delete from the list depending on the economy considered.

D. Other considerations
For paperless trade to be conducted in the best possible manner, the Framework Agreement requires parties to create an enabling national legal framework
(Article 6) and remove all the relevant legal barriers. It is therefore recommended that the parties aim at building a national policy framework for implementation
of the Framework Agreement that is both sophisticated enough to address all the pertinent legal issues and consistent with the relevant international legal
instruments and standards for harmonious cross-border electronic data and document exchange. Therefore, besides the topics specifically addressed in
substantive provisions of the Framework Agreement, parties may also wish to deal with related issues such as liability, dispute settlement, intellectual property,
electronic payment and competition – which in some cases may have been addressed in other legal agreements (cf. Article 10). These matters may affect the
effective operation of single window and other paperless trade systems, particularly in the cross-border environment.
These legal issues may be handled by different sets or sources of legal rules. Therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all solution or approach. The legal framework,
action plan and capacity-building programs may and should be customized at the national levels, depending on the various levels of awareness and
preparedness of different member States, as already envisaged in Article 6, 12 and 14 of the Framework Agreement.
Accordingly, the questions included in this section of the checklist attempt to learn what approaches and priorities are in a particular country’s legal regime on
(1) liability, (2) dispute settlement, (3) intellectual property, (4) electronic payment and (5) competition issues that may arise in relation to cross-border paperless
trade implementation. These are not exhaustive, and other legal issues may emerge.
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Legal matters

Focus Questions

Response

Related provisions of the Framework Agreement:
○ Article 6: National policy framework, enabling domestic legal environment and paperless trade committee
○ Article 10: Relation to other legal instruments enabling cross-border paperless trade
○ Article 12: Action plan
○ Article 14: Capacity-building
The first block of questions aims to ascertain the legal liability of the parties operating in a single window or other paperless trade system.
1. Liability issues related to
operations of cross-border
paperless trade systems,
including cross-border
paperless trade transactions
(Liability includes liability for
inaccurate data, loss of data,
delay, programming error and
machine learning errors.)

○

○

Can public authorities (e.g. government
agencies) accept liability in relation to their role
in cross-border paperless transactions? If so, is
there a limitation on their liability? Is the
limitation statutory or contractual?

May single window operators be liable with
respect to their services? To whom? If so, is
there a limitation on their liability? Is the
limitation statutory or contractual?

76

Probably. Nothing so far suggests that Armenian law is not capable of
dealing with intermediary liability as well as any other impacts of
technology.
Chapter 26 of the Civil Code of Armenia, and notably article 417, is the
main source of rules of contractual liability in the country. General
liability is found in Chapter 60, Liabilities arising due to causing damage,
starting at article 1058. The general rule is the same as in most
countries: the person who causes harm by fault must compensate the
person harmed. Civil Code of Armenia Article 60. Liability of a Legal
Person states: “1. A legal person shall be liable for their obligations with
all property belonging to them. 2. The founder of (or a participant in) a
legal person shall not be liable for the obligations of the legal person,
and the legal person shall not be liable for the obligations of the founder
(or participant).” In 2016, the Code was amended to add some
provisions directly related to electronic communications: Limited liability
of an electronic communication service provider (article 416.1); and
Grounds for liability of an electronic trading platform operator (article
416.2). In addition, some specific aspects of the provision of services of
an electronic trading platform were added as article 780.1.
Yes, probably. As above, Chapter 26 of the Code speaks of liability for
violations of obligations of all sorts. Generally, one has to make good
any losses one has caused. The key provision is article 417, along with
the recent amendments to article 416. .
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○

○

Do paperless trade service providers accept
liability arising from their role in cross-border
paperless transactions? If so, is there a limitation
on their liability? Is the limitation statutory or
contractual?

Not expressly. None of these provisions address electronic
intermediaries or the other entities mentioned in the question, or trade
matters in particular. Their general application is likely to extend to such
entities and such activities, but no cases have been discovered where
that has happened.

Is the potential liability of other parties involved
in cross-border paperless trade facilitation
clearly established?

○

Are there clear laws on intermediary liability in
relation to their responsibility for information and
data passing through their systems?
The second block of questions aims to examine the dispute settlement mechanisms for the operators of a single window or other paperless trade
system.
2. Dispute settlement
considerations for cross-border
paperless trade transactions;
Legal issues related to conflict
of laws in cross border
transactions

○

○

Do national laws clearly set out how choice of
forum and choice of law issues relevant for
paperless trade facilitation are determined? Are
these laws specifically applicable to paperless
trade or cross-border trade, or of general
application? Have they been applied in practice
to paperless trade? Are they based on
international models?

No answer is provided on the jurisdiction or forum questions. There
seems no reason why rules of general application would not apply to
paperless trade – but the foreign element (parties, location of harm
done) would complicate matters in paperless as in traditional dealings.

Is arbitration possible? Are domestic and foreign
arbitral awards enforceable?

Yes. The Law on Commercial Arbitration, a domestic statute built on the
principles of the UN Model Law, and the Civil Procedure Code govern
the arbitration process. Also, Armenia has acceded to the New York

77

There is no evidence that online dispute resolution has been considered
in Armenia.
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Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards,77 which provides for firm enforcement of such awards.78
A person who has an arbitral verdict from an Arbitral Tribunal that acts in
the territory of Armenia or in the territory of any other State member to
the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Tribunal, may apply to Armenian courts to recognize the
verdict and enforce it.
Armenia has also implemented the UN Model Law on International
Commercial Arbitration,79 so the conduct of such arbitrations on its
territory can in principle be conducted in ways that should satisfy
international trading partners.
On the public international law side, Armenia as a member of the WTO
is subject to its dispute settlement processes. Its WTO page 80 shows
that it is the subject of two WTO complaints but has no current disputes
as complainant.

Mediation agreements are also enforceable as the Civil Procedure Code
set forth special regulations on them.
The third block of questions aims to examine intellectual property issues involved in a single window or other paperless trade system.
3. Intellectual property rights
○ Do the law or contractual agreements define
No information is provided on the ownership of data as such. Intellectual
and data base ownership
who owns the data in a cross border paperless
property laws of general application would normally apply to those
issues, including the
trade system and how the IP and the database
involved in trade.
ownership of data and
can be used?
Armenia is a party to all the major intellectual property conventions, on
information stored or archived
patents, trade marks, copyright and industrial design, notably: the Berne
in the cross-border paperless
Convention81 and the World Intellectual Property Convention (WIPO) on
trade system
77

New York Convention, http://www.newyorkconvention.org/
For Armenia’s accession: http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries
79 Online: https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_arbitration/status.
80 https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/countries_e/armenia_e.htm
81 https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/
78
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Copyright,82 the Madrid Convention on Trademarks,83 the Patent
Cooperation Treaty84 and The Hague System for the International
Registration of Industrial Designs.85
The EAEU Customs Code gives rights holders the ability to register
their rights – through a paper process - with the Customs Authority, on
which the Customs Body at a border point will seize any goods
appearing to infringe on the rights in the register until the senior
Customs Authority can determine the validity of the seizure.
The Civil Code has a number of general provisions on different kinds of
IP.
No special rules have been discovered on paperless data or trade in
particular.
The fourth block of questions aims to examine the use of electronic payments in a single window or other paperless trade system.
4. Examination of
○ Does the national single window or paperless
Yes, electronic payments are widely accepted. The main portal for fees
banking/payments law for
trade system accept electronic payments? Does
payable to the state is https://www.e-payments.am/en/ This site accepts
electronic payments in the
the government or state agencies accept them?
several credit cards and banking arrangements.
cross-border paperless trade
If yes, are electronic payments restricted to a
However, there is nothing in the payment charts about paying Customs
system
specific method or provider (e.g., credit cards or
duties, though many other state payments may be made.
an exclusive bank)?
State duties for the letters or references mentioned can be paid
electronically. The online payment system also works for customs
duties. It is possible to put money into special bank accounts which are
opened for each type of tax and make tax payments through
https://trade.gov.am/trade/home/index using those accounts.
The fifth block of questions aims to examine the competition law issues involved in a single window or other paperless trade system.

82

https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/wct/summary_wct.html
https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/registration/madrid/summary_madrid_marks.html
84 https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/faqs/faqs.html#note1
85 https://www.wipo.int/hague/en
83
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5. Competition law issues,
including treaties and
conventions, and General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)/World Trade
Organization (WTO)
requirements applicable to the
cross-border paperless trade
system

○

Is competition law applicable to single window
operators or other paperless trade services
providers?

As long as users can access the Single Window on an equal basis with
others, competition considerations should not arise. 86
Note: Article 36 (of the law on economic competition) Liability for
infringements in the field of economic competition:
“1. Economic entities, the state administration and local government
bodies and their officials shall incur liability for the violation of this Law
according to the procedure defined by this Law and the legislation.”
The competition authority is the State Commission for the Protection of
Economic Competition. Its website (www.competition.am) gives
guidance on the competition law rules, including when a concentration
must be declared.

86

An overview of Armenian competition law is here: http://www.aipa.am/en/economiccompetitionlaw/
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Annex VI. Options for electronic signatures
Simpler signatures
Authentication can be done in many ways – in principle – so any means of ensuring that the signature
was applied by the person purporting to have done it could be enough. If article 4 was intended to apply
only where electronic digital signatures are used, then probably the second condition about the
document not being changed would have been omitted, since the digital signing process itself protects
the document against change or forgery.
Leaving transacting parties some flexibility of method for at least some electronic signatures is useful
to businesses. They may not wish to go to the formality and expense of creating an electronic digital
signature for routine transactions, especially where they trust the other party to the transaction or have
a history of dealing successfully with it.
Likewise, the customers of online businesses may find it easier to deal with them if they do not need to
use a full-scale official electronic digital signature to do so. In this way, the availability of a simpler but
still legally effective e-signature can promote e-commerce, and a broad familiarity with e-commerce
paves the way for acceptance of paperless trade generally, domestic and international.

Hybrid signatures
However, it may also be that communications with government agencies and possibly with banks or
other sensitive parties may require more secure authentication, of the type offered by an electronic
digital signature. It is clear from the Armenian Single Window sites mentioned earlier that government
often, if not always, insists that the electronic communications it receives must be supported by an
electronic digital signature.
Many countries have adopted legislation on this subject that has been described as “hybrid,” that is,
allowing technology-neutral signatures with few fixed standards for many private communications but
also providing for more technology-specific signature processes for more important or more official
purposes. Examples of such legislation are described in an article on Armenia’s e-signature
legislation.87
In particular, in 2011 Russia amended its 2002 statute, the one on which Armenia’s was modelled, to
create a hybrid model by adding a less demanding e-signature method for occasions requiring less
security, or for occasions when the transacting parties were in a position to estimate their own needs
for assurance.88
Article 5(2) of the 2011 Russian statute recognizes a “simple digital signature”, being “the digital
signature which by means of use of codes, passwords or other means confirms the fact of forming of
the digital signature by certain person.”
Article 6(2) goes on to make the simple digital signature as effective as a handwritten signature where
transacting parties have agreed to its use or where the law specifically says it may be used.
2. Information electronically signed by the simple digital signature or the unqualified digital
signature is recognized the electronic document, equivalent to the paper document signed by

S.E Blythe, “Armenia’s Electronic Document and Electronic Signature Law: Promotion of Growth in ECommerce via Greater Cyber-security”, http://law.aua.am/files/2012/03/esignaturelaw.pdf
88 The Russian law of 2011 may be found here: http://cis-legislation.com/document.fwx?rgn=32989
87
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the sign manual the cases established by the Federal Laws adopted according to them
regulatory legal acts or the agreement between participants of electronic interaction.89
Article 9 of the Russian Law spells out in a bit more detail how a simple digital signature works and
provides that the stricter rules for “strengthened digital signatures” do not apply to them. “Strengthened
digital signatures” are the two types described below.
The Russian Law goes on to describe an “unqualified digital signature” and a “qualified digital
signature”, the latter having more thorough official certification and a clearer link between the signature
creation data and the signatory. Russian law often requires the latter kind of signature for official
purposes – as do many other countries with hybrid treatment of electronic signatures. Even countries
that do not have express rules demanding higher-security e-signature methods for official
communications often use such methods in practice, or have specialised information technology
requirements on a document-by-document or agency-by-agency basis.
The need for this kind of reliability works in both directions, as well. It is just as important for businesses
and citizens communicating with government to be confident that what they are receiving from official
sources are in fact coming from those sources, as it is for government to get reliable information with
reliable attribution from those on official business.
That said, it is likely that Armenian users of electronic communications, particularly in private
transactions, including cross-border transactions, would benefit from the flexibility that the statute
appears to allow in how they sign such communications without losing legal effect. To the extent that
article 4 of the Law does not allow such flexibility, and as we have seen, not everybody believes that it
does90, law reform should be considered to move in this direction.

Other considerations about e-signatures
Article 10 of the Law subjects e-signature to other general law and to regulations from time to time:
The use of electronic documents and electronic signature is regulated by the Civil Code of the
Republic of Armenia, this Law, other laws and normative legal acts. …
The use of electronic signature may be limited by the legislation.
Whether electronic signing methods are prescribed by law or allowed to be more flexible, those deciding
what will be used should keep some other criteria in mind as well as those in the current legal texts.
For example, how secure is the method against outside interference? Can the e-signature system be
hacked, so that someone else could use it to generate signatures or to impersonate the signatory? The
participation of certification service providers and certification centres are intended to reduce such a
risk. If private choice is allowed for some e-signatures, then this risk will influence the choice of method.
A signature created through public key cryptography is not necessarily immune to hacking. While the
mathematics behind the cryptography is strong, the signatures are generated on the signer’s
computers, and these computers are usually accessible by a user name and password. Requiring the
signer’s ID card to be present at the time of signature increases the reliability of the signature, but cards
may be lost or stolen, as can computers. (Armenia adds an additional layer of security: a PIN that must

89

This text, available online from a number of sources, was apparently translated from the Russian by Google
Translate. A more comprehensible variant of the last half of the text might say “.. is recognized as the legal
equivalent of a signed paper document as required by federal laws, by regulations made under those laws or by
parties to an electronic transaction.” [revision based on this translation, not from the original] Emphasis added.
90 The Blythe article cited above at note 14 assumes that any electronic signature under the Law must be an
electronic digital signature and (apparently) that there is no room in current Armenian law for any other kind.
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be entered for every use of the signature device and that cannot be stored on the device.) This is not
an argument for abandoning secure signatures of this kind; it is simply a caution against overconfidence.
The statute makes an e-document with an electronic or a digital signature the legal equivalent of a
signed paper document. However, some government agencies insist on receiving paper versions of
documents along with the electronic ones. They treat the electronic versions as a copy of the original
paper, which is inefficient and contrary to the policy of the statute.
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Annex VII. International standards and guidelines for cross-border
paperless trade
UNCITRAL
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) has adopted three model
laws on different aspects of paperless trade, of which the best known and most widely implemented
around the world is the Model Law on Electronic Commerce of 1996. 91 It also created the UN
Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts, in 2005. 92 All the
UNCITRAL instruments embody the same principles: functional equivalence; technology neutrality; and
non-discrimination.
According to the 1996 Model Law and the Convention, the functional equivalent of a document in writing
is electronic information that is “accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference.” 93 In other
words, the “function” of a writing requirement is to support memory, so that one can read again what
was written. It is also consistent with a requirement for integrity.
A significant benefit to the Convention is the provision (article 20(2)) that allows a contracting state to
declare that it will apply the Convention’s principles (functional equivalence and the others) to the
operation of any other convention to which it is a party (specifically or in general). So if any trade-related
conventions to which Armenia is a party do not expressly allow for paperless communications, Armenia
could nevertheless use the E-Communications Convention to open the others up to such
communications.
Armenia’s current laws on electronic documents and signatures do not accord with the UNCITRAL
rules, on their face. They use different terminology. An electronic document is not a valid version of a
written document unless it has an authenticated signature. UNCITRAL makes the two concepts –
document and signature - distinct. On the other hand, the Armenian provision does require that there
be “no strong evidence” that the text has been changed or forged. That could be thought to be the
equivalent of the information being “accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference.” If it is not
changed, it is still accessible and usable, so long as it exists (and permanence is a separate concept.)
The Armenian law also requires that the signature be “authenticated.” An argument could be made that
showing what the Convention requires – that a reliable method was used or that the actual source of
the signature was proved - will constitute authentication for this purpose. After all, it is not the form of a
handwritten signature that tells a reader what the signer’s intention was; it is the context of the signature,
i.e. the text of the signed document, mainly. Information about authenticity can also be conveyed by an
electronic document to meet the Convention’s demand. It will be noted that this argument is speculative,
given the Armenian legal tradition.
The notes to the UN Model Law94 remind us that the texts are intended to remove barriers to the legally
effective use of e-communications, but not to compel any person to use such communications if they
do not want to do so. Many countries have put this principle into their statutes on the subject, to spell
out that nothing in the legislation based on the Model Law, or nothing in the Convention, requires any

91

Official material on the Model Law on Electronic Commerce is here:
http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce/1996Model.html. The others are the Model
Law on Electronic Signatures (2001)
http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce/2001Model_signatures.html and the Model
Law on Electronic Transferable Records (2017)
http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce/2017model.html.
92 Official material on the Convention is here:
http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce/2005Convention.html
93 Model Law on Electronic Commerce, article 6.
94 Model Law on Electronic Commerce, Explanatory Note para 141
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person to use or accept information in electronic form. (Other laws may impose such an obligation for
their own reasons, but the facilitative documents from UNCITRAL do not.)
Armenia’s law has that provision as well, in the third paragraph of article 4, limited on its face to an
inability to deal electronically, and not to a mere unwillingness (though not having the “relevant technical
means” could be a choice in itself):
State and local government structures, individuals and legal entities, organizations shall not be
obliged to accept electronic documents protected by electronic signature if they do not have
the relevant technical means.
It may be noted that some elements of Armenia’s laws on electronic documents and signatures show
an influence from the UNCITRAL texts, very likely through the Russian statute mentioned in the earlier
discussion. However, the language departs from the UNCITRAL phrasing and Armenia adds
considerable regulatory provisions as well.
It is worth considering whether Armenia would be well served by a hybrid system inspired by the UN
Model Law on Electronic Signatures. In that context it would be necessary to consider the advantages
in that country of being able to use national identity tokens as the basis of their electronic digital
signature. That use might satisfy some of the conditions of reliability set out in the Model Law, and it
would be understandable if lawmakers decided to maintain that element of their system for that reason.
If Armenia is to reconsider its e-signature framework, as is recommended here, then the Model Law on
Electronic Signatures as well as the Electronic Communications Convention offer advantages as
models.

CEFACT
The UN Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business of the United Nations Economic and
Social Commission for Europe (UN/CEFACT) 95 has published numerous guidelines about different
aspects of cross-border electronic communications. Its list includes a number of recommendations on
aspects of electronic commerce, from the days of EDI (electronic data interchange) to the present.96
The CEFACT documents are guidelines, not firm rules; they are not intended to be statutes. However,
they arguably represent the international state-of-the-art consensus on best practices in designing and
operating Single Window systems. To the extent that Armenia and its trading partners take inspiration
from the CEFACT Recommendations, they will increase the chances that their systems will work
together smoothly.
Here is a schematic of the steps for building a Single Window system, showing the legal and operational
references applicable at each step.

95

UNECE, See https://www.unece.org/cefact/
The list of its Recommendations is here: http://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/un-centre-for-trade-facilitationand-e-business-uncefact/outputs/cefactrecommendationsrec-index/trade-facilitation-recommendations.html Each
item on the list expands to a brief overview of its topic.
96
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[source: CEFACT: http://tfig.unece.org/contents/single-window-implementation.htm]

ESCAP and UNNExT
ESCAP has over the years published a great deal of advice on paperless trade and on Single Windows.
Its main vehicle for doing so is the United Nations Network of Experts for Paperless Trade and Transport
in Asia and the Pacific, known as UNNExT.97
Members of ESCAP should take advantage of their world-class regional expertise in such matters, both
in creating or verifying their own intellectual and policy frameworks for their efforts in facilitating
paperless trade and Single Windows, and in participating in pushing the concepts further in
collaboration with the other members of ESCAP and UNNExT.
Of the studies and reports available, it may make sense to start with three in particular:
•
•
•

Electronic Single Window Legal Issues: A Capacity-Building Guide (2012)98
Single Window Implementation and Planning Guide (2012).99
Trade Facilitation and Paperless Trade Implementation in Asia and the Pacific Regional Report
2017.100

One of the areas of principal focus at UNNExT and ESCAP, and one of the key provisions of the
Framework Agreement, is the recognition of paperless trade documents across national borders. This
is of course a key element – perhaps the key element – in making cross-border paperless trade work
in practice. Careful attention should be paid to developments at ESCAP on the topic. Armenia may wish
to be part of the working groups developing the relevant rules.

97

A list of relevant studies and reports is online: https://unnext.unescap.org/reports-studies
Available from https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/0%20-%20Full%20Report_4.pdf
99 Online: https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/0%20-%20Full%20Report_5.pdf
98

100

Online: https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/Regional_Report%20-%20v3%2B%2B.pdf
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Annex VIII. Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border
Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific
The Framework Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific was
adopted as a UN treaty on 19 May 2016, deposited with the Secretary General of the United Nations in
New York. 101 More than 25 countries participated in the development and negotiation of the
Agreement. 102 It is designed as an inclusive and enabling platform that will benefit all participating
economies regardless of where they stand in terms of trade facilitation or single window/paperless trade
implementation.
Paperless trade makes international trade more efficient and transparent while improving regulatory
compliance, particularly if trade-related data and documents in electronic form are exchanged across
borders. The Framework Agreement, by supporting the region’s progress towards cross-border
paperless trade, could bring benefit to parties such as:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to integrate emerging cross-border paperless trade considerations and best
practices early in the development of national single window and other paperless trade
systems.
Reduction in overall investment costs and maximization of return from investments in paperless
trade systems.
Ready access to potential counterpart countries interested to negotiate and achieve cross
border data exchange.
Direct participation in the development of pragmatic solutions for the cross-border exchange of
trade documents.
Compliance with commitments the party may have made through in its bilateral and plurilateral
trade agreements to collaborate on exchanging electronic of data and documents.
Increased opportunities for capacity building through trainings, workshops and knowledgesharing platforms.
Demonstration of strong commitment and vision which could increase the possibility of securing
support from development partners in developing hard and soft infrastructure for international
trade transactions.

A study suggests that Armenia could achieve trade cost reductions of about 28% if it fully implemented
WTO TFA measures together with cross-border paperless trade – in contrast, simply achieving WTO
TFA compliance would reduce costs by about 12%. 103

101

Text of the FA-PT and other relevant documents can be found here:
https://www.unescap.org/resources/framework-agreement-facilitation-cross-border-paperless-trade-asia-andpacific
102 For the list of countries that have officially nominated focal points (i.e., which means they were actively
involved) see: http://communities.unescap.org/cross-border-paperless-trade-facilitation/national-focal-pointsresolutions-683-and-706
103 ESCAP (2017). Digital Trade facilitation in Asia and the Pacific. Studies in Trade, Investment and Innovation,
No. 87. Available from https://www.unescap.org/publications/digital-trade-facilitation-asia-and-pacific-studiestrade-investment-and-innovation-87
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Trade, investment and innovation are powerful engines for growth and sustainable
development. The expansion of trade across the Asia-Pacific in recent years has been a key
driver of economic dynamism and rising prosperity. Trade and investment, for example through
participation in global networks of production, have created employment, raised incomes and
helped spread knowledge and technology throughout the region. But not all individuals and
communities have been able to benefit from the growth that comes from engagement in
international markets, and too many barriers to inclusion remain.
ESCAP’s objective is to promote trade, investment and technology and innovation for inclusive
and sustainable development in the Asia-Pacific region. We work with Member States to ensure
that the benefits of trade, investment, technology and innovation are extended to all.
For more information on TIID work:
http://unescap.org/tii
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